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The feasibility of optimizing large regional water resource planning problems by 
means of integer programming algorithms is analyzed. Two types of integer programming 
models are developed: (1) A water supply model including 23 separate but geographically 
related community systems; and (2) A river basin water quality model including 15 point 
sources of wastewater, 4 types of pollutants, 6 surveillance points, and 7 alternative 
treatment processes. The water supply model was structured as a mixed integer problem 
(some continuous variables included) while the water quality model was an all integer 
problem. ' 
Four integer programming algorithms were tested on the sample problems as 
follows: (1) MXINT . The Burroughs B6700 TEMPO package algorithm; (2) FMps·MIP· 
The UNIVAC 1108 MPS package algorithm; (3) GMINT . A proprietary algorithm 
authored by A. M. Geoffrion and R. D. McBride; and (4) AlP . A 0,1 algorithm which 
uses the Balas additive concept. 
Several versions (sizes) of both problems were successfully solved by one or more of 
the algorithms with computational efforts ranging from less than 1 to more than 40 
minutes of CPU time. 
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Scope and Objectives of Phase I 
This report describes an investigation of the 
capability of existing integer programming algorithms 
in solving water resource problems. The work consists 
of a combination of separate lines of inquiry on two 
types of example problems in water resource planning 
and management: 
Regional Planning of Water Supply-An Integer 
Planning Approach 
Principal Investigators-Trevor C. Hughes and 
Calvin G. Clyde 
An Interactive Simulation-Optimization Model 
for River Basin Management 
Principal Investigators-William J. Grenney and 
A. Bruce Bishop. 
These two studies are related in that they both 
propose the use of integer programming (IP) as their 
optimizing tool. In order to verify the computational 
feasibility of IP solutions to problems of the size 
envisioned in these proposals, OWRT supported this 
limited, combined initial study. 
The objectives of this phase of the work are: 
1. Review and evaluate existing IP algorithms 
and identify those which appear adaptable to the two 
types of water resource problems involved. 
2. Structure example problems of the types 
outlined in the original proposals. 
3. Test the selected algorithms on the example 
problems to determine their run times, oosts, and 
capabilities in terms of number of variables and 
constrain ts. 
4. Select the best algorithms for application to 
the actual case study problems proposed for follow-
on research and evaluate the limiting size for 
proposed types of models to which integer program-
ming can currently be applied. 
1 
Integer Programming Concepts 
Integer programming problems can be 
categorized as either mixed integer (MIP) or all 
integer (AlP) types. MIP problems include both 
integer and continuous type variables. These would 
be linear programming (LP) problems except for the 
requirement that some of the variables can assume 
only discrete (integer) magnitudes. IP was in fact 
developed as an extension of LP, and virtually all the 
modem algorithms still use the simplex algorithms as 
the optimizing tool within the IP framework. 
AlP problems are those in which all the 
variables are constrained to integer values. In many 
problems a further restriction is possible which limits 
the variables to either ° or 1 values. This 
characteristic allows greater computational efficiency 
and many AlP algorithms are coded to accept only 
this structure of problem. The more general 
algorithms accept upper bounds of greater than unity. 
Any integer variable, however, can be defined in 
terms of a combination of 0, 1 variables, by using a 
binary expansion (McMillan, 1975), so that the 0, 1 
codes can also be used for problems with higher 
upper bounds. 
Clearly AlP problems can be solved with an 
MIP algorithm (a special case in which the number of 
noninteger variables is zero) but the reverse is not 
true. 
The two types of IP models developed herein 
represent a good combination for evaluating IP 
algorithms. They have very different characteristics 
which collectively will test the capabilities of dif-
ferent types of algorithms. The water supply model is 
a mixed integer problem. It has some integer upper 
bounds greater than one but not enough greater that 
binary expansions are difficult to use; therefore, both 
types of MIP codes are easily usable for this model. 
The waste treatment model is structured as a strictly 
0, 1 problem; therefore, both MIP and AlP codes 
with any upper bounds are applicable to this problem 
solution. 
Integer Programming-State 
of the Art Summary 
The following discussion identifies the various 
basic approaches to IP which have evolved and some 
of the recent additions and improvements to the 
algorithms which have some importance in regard to 
improving computational efficiency. None of the 
concepts are described in detail here. The literature 
content, however, is identified to the extent neces-
sary to assist the reader who is interested in such 
details in locating relevant publications. 
The most comprehensive discussion of IP 
algorithms in the literature was written by Geoffrion 
and Marsten (1972). This state of the art survey 
develops a general IP framework by which the various 
steps in an algorithm can be identified and compared 
with the related approach of other algorithms. The 
framework is then used as a format for a detailed 
discussion of nine branch-and-bound type algorithms, 
three Benders decomposition type, two cutting plane 
type approaches and a group theoretic approach. 
The branch-bound approach was characterized 
by Geoffrion and Marsten as the concept for general 
purpose IP problems with by far the largest and most 
successful practical computational experience on 
large problems. In 1972 the state of the art included 
such improvements as: (1) Using surrogate constraints 
(redundant linear combinations of existing con-
straints) as an improved fathoming device in order to 
"capture more of the joint logical implications of the 
entire set of original constraints" (developed by 
Glover (1965)). (2) Other means of improving 
"simple penalties" such as psuedocosts and adding 
Gomory cuts to determine variable bounds in branch-
bound algorithms. 
Geoffrion later updated the earlier state of the 
art paper by discussing "recent practical advances in 
integer linear programming" (Geoffrion, 1975). Since 
virtually all modern algorithms use LP as their 
optimizing tool, several of the improvements dis-
cussed in the 1975 paper are related to recent 
improvements in the simplex algorithm, such as: 
Generalized upper bounding; improved representa-
tions of the inverse; and interactive implementations 
of full scale mathematical programming systems. 
Geoffrion's discussion of modeling principles 
emphasizes that IP model structuring is still very 
much an art rather than a science. This aspect is 
addressed in the following quotations (Geoffrion, 
1975): 
The computational tractability of any 
given IP application is strongly dependent on 
both the content (assumptions) of the model 
and the way in which the model is represented 
mathematically (the distinction here is im-
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portant). It is essential to recognize that SO!.ne 
of the guiding principles from linear program-
ming can be downright dangerous if applied 
absent-mindedly to integer programs. 
* * * 
The main lesson of Williams (1974) ... is 
an important one: one should examine the 
various possible mathematical representations 
of a model which are equivalent in a logical 
sense and select the one which seems likely to 
give the tightest bound when relaxed in the 
usual way to an ordinary LP. The reason is that 
better bounds imply less need for branching, 
thereby shifting the balance of work to the 
relatively more efficient machinery of linear 
programming (as opposed to enumeration). 
Williams gives five specific examples to 
illustrate various ways of achieving "equiva-
lent" formulations yielding better LP bounds . 
. . . William's other examples illustrate instances 
in which new constraints can be added that are 
redundant in an IP sense but are not so for the 
associated LP relaxation. In the second example 
these constraints can be discovered by 
graphically examining two or three-dimensional 
components of the problem. For the remaining 
examples they can be discovered by "dis-
aggregating" existing constraints, as by writing 
xl::::; x4 ; x2::::; x4; and x3 ::::; x4 instead of Xl + 
x2 + x3 S 3~ when the variables are 0-1. 
* * * 
Another technique for generating useful 
"redundant" constraints is to explicitly derive 
the convex hull of a select (and relatively 
simple) subset of the set of all constraints. An 
illustration of this technique is to be found in 
Geoffrion and McBride (1972). 
* * * 
Thus the integer programming modeler 
must learn that economizing on the number of 
constraints in the respresentation of a model 
can be a sin rather than a virtue. Economizing 
on the number of integer variables, however, is 
usually very desirable. 
The continuing trend toward almost exclusive 
use of brand-and-bound type algorithms is 
characterized by Geoffrion (1975) as follows: 
. .. Discussion will largely be limited to the 
context of LP-based branch-and-bound, as 
virtually all commercially available IP software 
is of this type. 
Geoffrion's own algorithm which was used in 
this study, however, is a hybrid in that the basic 
branch-and-bound algorithm has had a cutting-plane 
option added to it. 
Many of the IP concepts mentioned previously 
are described in considerable detail in two recent 
textbooks (Garfinkel and Nemhauser, 1972, and 
McMillan, 1975), and in a collection of IP papers 
(Balinski, 1974). 
CHAPTER II 
SPECIFIC IP ALGORITHMS USED IN THIS STUDY 
MXINT 
The Burroughs B6700 computer at Utah State 
University includes as part of its TEMPO mathe-
matical programming package, a mixed integer 
programming algorithm referred to as MXINT. This is 
a branch-and-bound algorithm which was developed 
by Driebeek (1966) and modified by Beale and Small 
(1965). The algorithm accepts integer variables with 
upper bounds greater than unity. This is the only 
algorithm encountered in this study which has this 
desirable capability (which eliminates the need for 
manual binary expansions of such variables). 
The TEMPO package also includes the 
generalized upper bounding (GUB) capability in its 
LP algorithm, however, this capability is apparently 
not available for use in conjunction with MXINT. 
A brief description of the MXINT algorithm is 
included in Appendix A. One of the important 
aspects of an IP algorithm in regarding applications to 
large problems is flexibility in setting and adjus.ting 
the tolerance levels by which the algorithm operates. 
Computational effort can become totally unreason-
able unless some minimum discrete intervals for 
parameter improvement are selected. MXINT 
provides for user selection of the following para-
meters: 
1. If the objective function for the optimal 
solution is known to exceed some value, that value is 
used as a lower bound. This reduces the size of the 
branch-bound structure for the problem. 
2. If an integer variable assumes a magnitude 
within a certain tolerance of an integer value it is 
assumed to be integer. The standard tolerance is ±1 
percent. 
3. After an integer solution is obtained, the 
only other solutions which are considered are those 
which improve the objective function by at least the 
selected amount (1 percent for example). 
MXINT also provides a choice of 4 back 
tracking criteria for the branch-bound search. 
3 
GMINT 
GMINT algorithm was develop by Arthur M. 
Geoffrion and Richard D. McBride at the Western 
Management Science Institute, UCLA. It is a mixed 
integer (0, 1 integer only) code which evolved as 
described in the User Instructions (Geoffrion and 
McBride, 1975) as follows: 
GMINT uses a highly developed branch-
and-bound procedure with linear programming 
as the primary relaxation. It is an evolutionary 
descendant of the widely distributed RIP30C 
code developed almost a decade ago at RAND 
and described in Ref. 1 (see also Ref. 2). The 
general conceptual framework within which the 
code should be viewed is given in Ref. 3 [See 
Geoffrion and Marsten, 1972.] (see especially 
Sec. 3.1.5). Numerous refinements have been 
incorporated since these references were 
written, including: an all-new linear program-
ming subroutine with .the GUB feature (Ref. 4) 
and a linked list data structure which makes 
extremely efficient use of core (cf. Sec. 2.2.6 of 
Ref. 5), a streamlined re-implementation of 
logical fathoming devices, and much-improved 
branching and feasibility-seeking design. 
The user will find GMINT to be far more 
efficient than any commercial mixed integer 
linear programming package for most problems. 
GMINT is a proprietary algorithm which is 
being marketed by the authors. Details of the 
algorithm are therefore not available. 
FMPS-MIP 
The mathematical programming package on the 
UNIVAC 1108 computer in Salt Lake City includes a 
mixed integer branch-and-bound type algorithm 
referred to as FMPS-MIP. This code accepts only 0, 1 
variables in the integer sector. It provides the follow-
ing alternate strategies: 
1. Try to obtain the true optimum integer 
solution. 
2. Try to obtain an integer solution as fast as 
possible (even if the objective function value of that 
solution is not very good). 
3. Try to obtain a "good" integer solution (not 
proved optimum-but certainly not worse than a 
supplied CUTOFF value) fairly quickly (within a time 
that is expected to be between 1 and 2, nearer to 3). 
A detailed discussion of these strategies and 
various node and integer variable selection options is 
given in the FMPS manual (Sperry, 1975). The 
manual does not list the algorithm's authors. It 
apparently was developed by combining concepts 
from several different algorithms which have been 
described in the literature. 
4 
AlP 
The only algorithm used in this study which is 
not of the branch-and-bound type is an all integer 
algorithm which was included in Edition I of Mathe-
matical Programming by McMillan (1970). It consists 
basically of the Balas additive algorithm (Balas, 1965) 
but with the addition of the use of LP for generating 
"strongest surrogate constraints" in order to improve 
the efficiency (Geoffrion, 1969). The Balas algorithm 
is an enumeration scheme by which many possible 
solutions are enumerated only implicitly and dis-
missed, so that only a relative few are examined 
explicitly. 
CHAPTER III 
REGIONAL WATER SUPPLY MODEL 
Nature of the Planning Problem 
In spite of the tremendous size on a national 
scale of the annual investment in both construction 
and operation of municipal and rural water supply 
facilities, the large majority of this investment is still 
based on planning which is limited to individual 
municipal boundaries. Typical results of this limited 
planning scope are: (1) Several parallel supply lines 
and other facilities from a single water source which 
serve different communities. (2) A single community 
develops all of the local high quality water sources 
such as spring flow and wastes what it doesn't use, 
while neighboring communities search for other less 
attractive sources. 
The obvious disadvantages of these planning 
problems are: (1) The tremendous diseconomies of 
scale due to several small pipelines, reservoirs, treat-
ment plants, etc., rather than common larger 
facilities. (2) The loss of scarce high quality water due 
to the lack of interconnections between systems 
which would allow use and/or storage by one 
community when another community's supply ex-
ceeds its storage capacity. (3) Rural residents are 
forced to construct individual wells or to haul water 
to cisterns at great costs because service to areas 
outside municipal boundaries are not considered by 
planners. 
Regions which include Indian reservations ex-
perience these same planning problems plus the 
additional diseconomies resulting from the institu-
tional and traditional myopia inherent in separate 
planning for Caucasian and Indian water users. 
The potential in the water supply field for 
savings on both capital investments and operational 
costs due to economies of scale is tremendous. For 
example, Higgins (1972) indicates that the construc-
tion cost of ground level reservoirs varies approxi-
mately as the square root of their capacity; so that 
doubling the cost buys four times the capacity. The 
scale effect for elevated tanks is even more while that 
of treatment plants and pipelines is only sightly less. 
If by proper regional planning, advantage could be 
taken of such scale effects, the cost savings on a 
nationwide basis would be in the multi-billion dollar 
category. 
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The Corporate Boundary Perspective 
With such potential savings as a real possibility, 
it is Significant that at the present time, municipal 
water supply systems are largely being planned on the 
basis of individual corporate boundaries. Planning 
engineers for individual cities are expected, indeed are 
usually directed, to limit the scope of their studies to 
the existing city boundary or to possible modifica-
tions to those boundaries due to annexation of the 
immediate peripheral areas. City fathers typically are 
not interested in interconnections between their 
water supply and that of other communities or with 
Indian reservations, nor are they likely to favor 
service to surrounding rural areas by their system. 
There are several apparent reasons for this lack of 
interest in regional planning: 
1. Regional planning costs money and in-
dividual cities are not interested in paying for 
planning which includes areas beyond their probable 
future boundaries. 
2. The major regional planning effort which 
has recently been supported by state planning 
agencies and financed by the federal government 
(through HUD) has been the 701 type comprehensive 
Master Plans. The value of these plans to municipal 
water supply engineers is essentially zero. The scope 
is such that the plans are limited geographically by 
county boundaries rather than natural hydrologic 
basins; but even more importantly, the water supply 
section of these plans is typically a brief discussion of 
generalities such as: 
As the community grows, the water 
system will need to be upgraded. It is suggested 
that this also be studied with the regional 
implication,. .. (Planning and Research 
Associates, 1972) 
An appropriate question seems to be, "Why wasn't 
the water supply question studied with the regional 
implication as part of this major planning effort?" 
3. Even if the necessary fiscal and institutional 
resources were available for regional water supply 
planning, much work needs to be done in developing 
the planning capability. What is needed is a systems 
approach which is easily adaptable to any basin and 
simple enough to be used by planning engineers who 
are not mathematical programming specialists. 
Project Oriented Regional Planning 
As a result of disinterest in regional water 
supply planning by municipalities, the bulk of such 
planning in the western U.S. has been oriented 
toward supporting particular large scale multi-purpose 
projects. For examples, large irrigation projects 
planned by the Bureau of Reclamation which use 
M&I revenue to help repay their costs. The problem 
with this sort of regional planning is that it is not 
analyzed from the standpoint of determining the 
optimal way to provide public water supply in a 
region. Rather, it is considered in the framework of 
how much revenue can be obtained from the water 
supply portion of the project to help amortize total 
project costs. Often, for example, local groundwater 
would better serve M&I demand in an area, but its use 
will not contribute to paying for a large importation 
project and it is therefore not considered. 
Research Objectives 
The overall objective of this program is to 
develop methodology for optimal planning of water 
resource systems on a regional basis. The sub-
objectives of the initial phase of the study in relation 
to tl}e water supply component are as follows: 
1. Develop an integer programming water 
supply model which incorporates a least-
cost objective function and all necessary 
constraints in order to allow evaluation of 
the regional system alternatives including: 
a. Scale of each facility 
b. In terconnections between com-
munities 
c. Service for individual rural connec-
tions between or near communities. 
2. Test the capability of selected IP 
algorithms by using them to produce 
optimal solutions to the problems 
represented by various forms of the 
model. 
Nature of Model Input Data 
The water supply model developed herein is not 
a hypothetical problem. Rather, it represents a 
reasonably accurate definition of existing and 
potential water supply and projected demands for 
each municipal and rural domestic system in Cache 
Valley, Utah. Better resolution of these parameters 
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will be obtained in future phases of thi:; research 
(such as more accurate data on seasonal vadations in 
supply and demand, better analysis of op1jmal well 
and pump sizing in various aquifers, and potential for 
additional spring development). However, the best 
possible real world estimates within the existing time 
constraints were made for this initial study. This 
attempt to approximate the actual parameter levels 
and number and types of sources was made in order 
to insure algorithm tests in a realistic setting. 
Much of Cache Valley has an abundance of 
good quality groundwater and therefore most of the 
future source facilities included in the model are 
wells. Treatment plants were not considered except in 
one zone (where additional groundwater is not 
available) because of the much higher unit costs. The 
traditional sources of municipal water for most 
communities have been springs in nearby canyons. 
Most demands, however, are now beginning to exceed 
natural spring flows and many systems are being 
supplemented by pumped groundwater. 
Model Structure 
The water supply model developed for this 
study is basically a transportation problem which 
requires demands from each of 23 service zones 
(cities or rural areas) to be satisfied by flow from 
existing or potential springs, wells, and/or treatment 
plants. Interzonal transfers of water are considered by 
including conduits of two alternate sizes between 
adjacent cities. 
The objective function is structured to provide 
the desired quality of service at least annual cost. 
Fixed (capital investment) and variable (O&M) costs 
are defined separately. Fixed cost coefficients are 
associated with integer (usually 0 or 1) variables 
which represent construction of new production or 
transfer facilities. Variable cost coefficients are 
associated with continuous variables which represent 
seasonal flow through each existing or new produc-
tion or transfer facility. 
The activity levels of the continuous variables 
insure that average seasonal operating costs are 
included in the objective function. The two season 
model considers average summer flow (season 1 
includes June through September) separately from 
the lower level colder month flows. This allows use 
factors (and therefore unit costs) to vary indepen-
den tly from investment costs. 
The level of capital investment required to 
satisfy the summer season demand is not adequate to 
meet the peak day demand during an average year 
and therefore clearly is inadequate for the peak day 
during an u;nusually high demand and/or low supply 
day. Provision for chance constrained programming is 
therefore i.uc1uded in the model. The stochastic 
portion of the model basically repeats the demand 
and supply constraints but with constants represent-
ing the peak day levels at the desired recurrence 
interval. In this example, demands are all simply 
increased 30 percent and supplies are decreased 10 
percent. These levels, however, will be varied in-
dependently for each zone and source in the fmal 
version of the model. The purpose of the peak day 
eonstraints is to require the appropriate capital 
investment. 
The simplified form of the model is as follows: 
Minimize total annual cost = C1 I + C2 X + C3XP 
in which 
X 
vector of integer variables 
vector of continuous seasonal vari-
ables 
vector of peak day can tinuous vari-
ables 
Subject to the following seasonal constraints: 
X ~ d (supply to each zone ~ demand) 
X ~ b (flow from each existing production 
facility ~ its capacity) 
X ~ AI (flow from each new facility ~ its 
capacity) (I = number of units built; 
A = capacity of each single unft) 
I ~ 1 (forces no more than one of the 
alternate sizes of each facility to be 
built) 
Peak day constraints 
xP + API ~ dP (demand constraints on peak 
day) 
xP ~ bP (existing facility supply constraints 
on peak day) 
xpe ~ API (zonal transfers ~ pipe capacities on 
peak day) 
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Detailed Model Description 
Cache Valley Application 
A detailed description of the sample problem is 
developed by the scalar equations in Table 1. The 
model notation requires triple subscripting of vari-
ables according to the following indexes: 
service zone index (I,2 ... 23) 
Each community is represented by a single 
number except for Logan City which has a high ele-
vation Zone (1) and a low elevation Zone (2). The key 




facility type and size index as follows: 
1 
1 Existing well 
2 Existing spring 
3 Future well 
4 Future spring 
5 Future treatment plant size A 
6 Future treatment plant size B 
7 Future treatment plant size C 
8 Future pipeline size A 
9 Future pipeline size B 
Season index (I or 2) 
1 summer 4 months; 
2 = other 8 months 
usually i+ 1 or i-I but may be any ser-
vice zone with potential direct con-
nection to zone i (see Figu re 1) 
implies a flow from zone i to adjacent 
zone i' (and conversely i'i represents 




integer variable denoting development 
of a new well, spring, or treatment 
plant G = 3, ... 7) in zone i. Activity 
level indicates the number of facilities 
buil t. Usual values are 0 or 1 bu t high-
er integers are possible where more 
than one potential well exists in a zone 
o or 1 variable denoting construction 
of a particular size G = 8 or 9) of pipe-
line between zone i and adjacent zone i' 













Purpose of Optimization 
Least cost combination of unit processes to remove a given amount 
of BOD 
Stage development over time of wastewater treatment systems 
Least cost of wastewater collection and treatment and staging of 
construction for a region 
Least cost combination of inputs to production function to remove 
BOD 
Least cost regional wastewater planning 
Sequential capacity expansion of plants 
Multistage capacity expansion of water treatment systems 
Least cost combinations of unit processes to remove a given amount 
of BOD 
Serial multistage system of industrial waste treatment for BOD 
Minimum total annual cost to meet given treatment requirements 
Dynamic Sequencing of water supply projects to meet capacity requirements 
over time 
Approximate & Capacity expansion of large multilocation wastewater treatment 
Incomplete systems 
Dynamic 








Least cost selection of treatment levels to meet river quality standards 
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of treatment cost optimization in basin wide water quality management. 
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from the stream water quality simulation model 
based on biophysical processes and river channel 
characteristics. Let the concentrations of the con-
stituents in the river be signified by: 
Yk = (Y')k a vector of concentrations in the river at 
J surveillance point k. 
The river concentrations (Yj ) are related to the 
load concentrations (Pj) and river distance by the 
simulation and include biophysical processes, river 
channel characteristics, lateral inflow, diffuse source 
loading as well as point loads. Next define: 
a vector of initial conditions for con-
stituent concentrations in the effluent of 
load L 
Y~=(yt)k a vector of constituent concentrations in 
the river resulting from pt 
It can be shown that for equations linear in P 
that the change in river concentration, Y~ - Y k' can 
be related to the change in effluent concentration, Pi 
- Pi' by the D matrix as follows: 
Yk - y ko = L D'k (P; - P?) , 1 1 1 (2) 
t 
when 
d - OYi I 1,2, ... ,J jm - -~-
up mom = 1, 2, ... , J 
Pm 
For nonlinear expressions Equation 2 is not strictly 
valid; however, it does represent an approximate 
relationshi p. 
Finally define: 
a row vector of total costs for treatment 
levels, 1, at load i. 
Note that the cost function for a given treatment 
process can incorporate economies of scale. 
With the variables and coefficients thus dermed, 
the management alternative resulting in minimum 
basinwide cost can be structured as follows: 
Minimize Total Cost = LC, T. 
ill 
Subject to the sets of constraints: 




'k E.Tl, ~ Bk - yko + L D'k P.o k = 1,2, ... , K (4) i 1 ill 
(2) Integer solution for treatment levels, Le., 
only one treatment level per load point i. 
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and 
L (t n), 1 x. 1 i = 1,2, ... , I 
t1 = 0 or 1 for all values of 1. 
... (5) 
Therefore, the problem is one of choosing a t1 at 
each load i such that the cost is a minimum subject to 
the water quality standards at each of the surveillance 
points, k. A number of efficient solution methods are 
available for the integer programming problem thus 
formulated. 
Nonlinearities in cost functions are accounted 
for since costs are described for treatment levels for 
which unit costs are constants for a specified flow 
rate at a discharge point or zone. Use of the 
simulation model to generate constraint coefficients 
accounts for nonlinearities in biophysical assimilative 
processes and stream characteristics, and gives the 
model a more dynamic, as opposed to steady-state 
characteristic. 
Simulation Model Structure 
The mathematical model selected for this study 
was the stream simulation and assessment model 
(SSAM) which has been applied in six river basin 
studies in the Intermountain West. The model can be 
applied to a river system with diffuse surface inflow, 
diffuse groundwater inflow (or outflow) and any 
reasonable number of tributaries, point loads, and 
point diversions. The river channel must be divided 
into "reaches" representing lengths of river which can 
be assumed to have uniform physical characteristics. 
The equations shown here are simplified to represent 
only the mechanisms of interest in this study. A 
complete description of the model can be found in 
Grenney and Porcella (l975). 
The water quality equations shown here 
represent two phenomenon occurring iri a slug of 




Mass being added or removed from the 
water due to sources or sinks distributed 
along the stream channel. 
Biochemical reactions and interactions 
among constituents. 
Descriptions of symbols used in the equations are 
shown in Table 4. 
The mass of a constituent being added or 
removed due to diffuse sources or sinks located along 
the channel can be expressed as follows: 
Table 4. Model coefficients used in problem I. 
Water Coef- Reach Quality ficient Description Units Constituent 
2 3 4 5 6 
Biochemical 
Oxygen K1,a Oxidation rate day-l 0.25 0.25 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 
Demand K1,b Benthic contribution g/m
2/day 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.04 0.10 0.10 
Ammonia 
K2a Nitrification rate day-l 0.30 0.30 0.33 0.35 0.35 0.35 ~:b Benthic contribution g/m2/day 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.08 
Phosphorus K3 ,b Benthic con tribu tion g/m2/day 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Dissolved K4 a Reaeration coefficient day-l 1.5 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Oxygen K4'b Benthic contribution g/m
2/day 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.06 0.06 0.06 
Deficit K4:2 Algae respiration mg-02/mgP/day 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
QsCY. - Y) 




where the first term on the right-hand side represents 
diffuse surfa('':, inflow and the second represents 
contributions from the stream bottom. y. is the 
concentration of constituent j(mg/l), Q fs lateral 
inflow (m3 /m/min), Y sj is the conce~tration of 
constituent j in the lateral inflow (mg/l, A is the 
average cross sectional area (m2), KJ...b is a coefficient 
for constituent j(g/m2 fmin) , and D is average depth 
(m). 
The model equations used in this study are as 
follows 
(j = 1) 
G = 2) 
Biochemical oxygen demand. The rate 
change in concentration is a function of 
first-order decay (oxidation), leaching 
from bottom deposits, mass input from 
lateral inflow, and point loads. 
dYI crt = - K1,a Y1 + SI . (7) 
K1,a = K1,1 1.047(T-20) . (7a) 
Kl 1 is the first order decay rate at 20 0 C 
and T is temperature in °C. 
Ammonia. The rate change in concentra-
tions is a function of first-order decay 
(nitrification), leaching from bottom 
deposits, mass input from lateral inflow, 
and point loads. 
dY2 
crt = - K2,a Y2 + S2 •••• (8) 
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J{ = K 1.047(T-20) 
£'"2,a 2, I ..... (8a) 
K2,1 is the first order decay rate at 20
0 c. 
G = 3) Total phosphorus. This constituent is 
represented as a conservative substance. 
The rate change in concentration is a 
function of leaching from the bottom 
deposits, mass input from lateral inflow, 
and point loads. 
dY3 
crt = S3 ........ (9) 
G = 4) Dissolved oxygen deficit. The rate change 
in DO deficit is a function of reaeration, 
BOD oxidation, nitrification, benthic up-
take, mass input from lateral inflows, and 
point loads. For purposes of this example 
it was desirable to link the dissolved 
oxygen deficit with phosphorus. There-
fore it was assumed that the phyto-
plankton concentration was directly 
proportional to the phosphorus con-
centration (Y3 ), and further that algal 
respiration occurring at night (when 
photosynthesis is zero) would add to the 
oxygen deficit. The reasonableness of 
this model is limited to a stretch of river 
which has a travel time less than the night 
time hours. 
K4 ,a = K4 ,1 1.0159(T-20) . . . . . (lOa) 
Do concentration: Z4 Ysat - Y4 . • (lOb) 
where: 
Y~at = 24.8 - 0.4259T f + 0.003734T / 
- 0.00001328Tf
3 
. • • • • • • (lOc) 
T 
Tf = 0.556 + 32.0 . . . . . . (lOd) 
Ysat = Y;at fxp t 288~~~4~~6~~6 ELJ} (l0e) 
~, 1 is the reaeration rate (per minute) at 
20°C, 
K4 ,z is the oxygen uptake due to algae respira-
tion at night (mg/l/min), 
Y is the saturation concentration of dis-
sat ° 
solved oxygen at temperature T ( C) and 
elevation EL (M). 
In order to incorporate point loads in the 
solution, a new stream reach is always defined at the 




* CD * Reach identification 
i Point source 
k Surveillance point 
Figure 4. River system layout. 
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Example Problem 
Figure 4 is a diagram of the river system used in 
this simplified example. It consists of a main river 
with a major tributary, four point loads, five 
surveillance points, and six river reaches having 
different hydraulic characteristics. Each point load is 
discharging four water quality constitutents 
(pollutants): (1) Biochemical chemical oxygen de-
mand, (2) ammonia, (3) total phosphorus, and (4) 
dissolved oxygen deficit. Each point load may be 
subjected to one of several levels of treatment, each 
level having different removal efficiencies for the 
various constituents (pollutants). Table 5 summarizes 
the system. Table 6 shows the physical characteristics 
of the system. Table 7 shows the water quality initial 
conditions and boundary conditions. The headwaters 
and diffuse lateral inflow into the system are con-
tributing pollutants as well as the point loads. 
Although the optimization modeling technique 
developed in the previous section is capable of 
including the control of diffuse sources, no diffuse 
source control will be considered in this simplified 
example. 
Stream, water quality standards: Vectors (Bk) 
The stream standards are sown in Table 8 along 
with the resulting (b j )k vectors. 




Table 5. Index identification. 
Index identification: 
Index Description 
Index on point loads i = 1,2,3 ... I 
j Index on water quality constituentj=I,2,3 ... J 
k Index on surveillance points k = 1,2,3 ." K 
1. Index on treatment level 1. = 1,2,3 ... L 
Total number of combinations = LI 
Water quality constituents: 
Index j Description 
1 Biochemical oxygen demand mg/l 
2 Ammonia mg/l 
3 Total phosphorus mg/l 
4 Dissolved oxygen deficit (mg/l) 
Treatment levels: 
Secondary treatment is currently in operation at all 
point discharges. 
Indexi. Description 
No additional treatment (Le., remain at 
secondary) 
2 Ammonia removal; nitrification 
3 Phosphorus removal; chemical precipitation 
in secondary 
4 Phosphorus removal; tertiary precipitation 
5 BOD and SS removal; tertiary sand fIlter 
6 Ammonia and phosphorus removal; nitrifi-
cation plus tertiary phosphorus 
7 Reverse osmosis + aeration 
Initial effluent conditions: 
Vectors (P.~. 
J 1 
The effluent concentrations for initial condi-
tions at each point load, i, are given in the vectors P.o 
(Table 9). These values correspond to the effluerlt 
concentrations shown in Table 6. 
Effluent quality at various treatment 
levels: Matrices (e. 1/ ) • 
JX 1 
The effluent concentration of a constituent 
(row j) for a particular treatment level (columnl ) is 
given in the matrices Ei for each point load i in Table 
10. For example the ammonia concentration G = 2) 
in the effluent at point load i = 4 would be 3 mgfl if 
nitrification (treatment level 1. = 2) was installed. 
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Costs for various treatment levels 
at each load: (cl)i 
Total present worth in thousands of dollars 
(based on a capital recovery factor of 0.08) is shown 
in Table 11 for each treatment level at each point 
load. For this example it was assumed that all plants 
had secondary treatment (treatment level 1) operat· 
ing. 
Costs were based on the following formulas 
where the design flow (Q) is expressed in millions of 
gallons per day (MGD). 
Treatment level 2: (nitrification) 
Capital cost = (26.4 X 103)Qo.87 
Operation and maintenance (0 and M) = 
(6.2 X 103)Qo.94 
(Klemetson and Grenney, 1975). 
Treatment level 3: (Chemical precipitation of 
phosphorus in the secondary system). 
Capital and 0 and M = 5380 + 41,200 Q 
+ 4620 QO. 5 94 
(EPA, 1974). 
Treatment level 4: (Tertiary precipitation of 
phosphorus) 
Capital and 0 and M = 5380 + 41,400 Q 
+ 4620 QO.594 + 15,200 QO.865 
(EPA, 1974}. 
Treatment level 5: (Tertiary sand filter) 
Capital cost = 14,320 QO.660 
o and M cost = 47,000 QO.636 
(Klemetson and Grenney, 1975). 
Treatment level 6: (Nitrification plus tertiary 
phosphorus precipitation). 
The sum of 2 and 4. 
Treatment level 7: (Reverse osmosis and aera· 
tion) 
Capital and 0 and M = 99,700 (2.87 • 
10gloQ) Q 
(EPA, 1974). 
Initial conditions in the river system 
at survelllance points: (Yj }k 
Concentrations in the river can be calculated at 
surveillance points for the initial boundary conditions 
Table 6. River system layout and hydraulics. 
Hydraulic Coefficients 
Description Location Input Lateral Inflow River Dilution Velocity Ave. Ave. 
kIn Flow for Reach Flow Factor for Reach De"'pth Area 
(m3/min) (m3/min/km) (m3 /min) W (m/min) D A 
Head of reach 1 (headwater) 200. 300. 1.0 300 16 3.1 18.8 
Point discharge (i = 1) 200. 50. 350 0.14 
Surveillance point (k = 1) 200. 350 
Head of reach 2 (headwater) 220. 100. 0.20 100 22 1.2 4.5 
~ Poin t discharge (i = 2) 220. 20. 120 0.17 Surveillance point (k = 2) 220. 120 
Head of reach 3 (confluence) 170. 1.0 510 14 4.7 36.5 
Surveillance point (k = 3) 170. 510 
Head of reach 4 130. 0.5 550 12 5.8 53. 
Point discharge (i = 3) 130. 70. 620 0.11 
Surveillance point (k = 4) 130. 620 
Head of reach 5 110. 0.2 630 12 6.1 55. 
Head of reach 6 90. 0.2 634 12 6.3 60. 
Point discharge (i = 4) 90. 70. 704 0.10 
Surveillance point (k = 5) 70. 710 





sat Oxygen Ammonia Oxygen Temperature Elevation 
Description Demand (mgfl) Phosphorus Deficit CC) (IIi) (mg/I) 
(mg/l) 
Headwater (Reach 1) 2.0 1.0 
Reach 1, lateral inflow 0.0 0.5 
Point discharge (i = 1) 30.0 25.0 
Headwater (Reach 2) 1.0 1.0 
Reach 2, lateral inflow 0.0 0.0 
Point discharge 20.0 25.0 
Reach 3, lateral inflow 1.5 0.3 
Reach 4, lateral inflow 0.9 1.2 
Poin t discharge (i = 3) 25.0 20.0 
Reach 5, lateral inflow 0.5 0.4 
Reach 6, lateral inflow 0.8 1.0 
Point discharge (i = 4) 30.0 15.0 
specified in Tables 5 and 6 by means of the water 
quality model. Table 12 contains the initial river 
water quality conditions at the surveillance points. 
Note that stream standards (Table 8) are exceeded in 
several instances. 
Usually numerical computer techniques are 
required to solve water quality models. However, in 
order to better demonstrate the theory in this 
example, Equations 7 through 10 were selected so 
that exact solutions could be obtained. The solutions 
are contained in Appendix K. 
Cinking matrix: (drnj )ik 
The elements in the D. matrices link an 
incremental change in water qu~ty at the load to a 
resulting incremental change in stream water quality 
at a surveillance point. The elements can be cal-
culated mathematically by: 
aYI d - J jrn - ap 
rn po 
m 
1,2, ... J 
m = 1,2, ... J .. (11) 
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(mg/l) (mg/l) 
0.0 1.0 9 1000 10.1 
0.005 2.0 
20.0 Ysat 
0.0 0.5 7 1000 10.7 
0;0 1.0 
15.0 Ysat 
0.80 2.0 10 900 10.2 
0.01 2.0 11 885 10.2 
20.0 Ysat 
0.01 1.5 12 875 10.1 
0.05 1.0 12 865 10.1 
15.0 Y
sat 
Applying the operation of Equation 11 to the 
solutions of the model equations (Appendix K) 
results in the functions presented in Appendix 1. 
Evaluation of these functions at the conditions of po 
results in the values given in Table 13. For example, 
the removal of 1 mg/l ammonia G = 2) at load i = 1 
will result in a 0.05 mg/l reduction in dissolved 
oxygen deficit at surveillance point k = 3. 
These relationships are exact because the water 
quality model (Equations 7 through 10) are linear. 
This is not generally the case, and in Phase II 
applications, an iterative technique will be required 
between the optimization model and the simulation 
model. 
Although the number and size of the matrices 
seems awkward in this example, it should be 
emphasized that each matrix shown here in detail is 
actually generated conveniently by a computer 
program and stored on disk for quick and efficient 
data handling. Because of large input data require-
ments a computer program (ASSEM) was written to 
generate the data in the proper format and store it on 
disk for use by the TEMPO program. A listing of 
ASSEM is shown in Appendix E. 
Table 8. Water quality stream standards: 1\. Table 9. Initial effluent conditions: P .. I 
BOD standard: YI ~ 5.0 mg/I [BOD 30 J ULI Ammonia Standard: Y2 ~ 00 (No ammonia standard) po NH4 25 Total Phosphorus: Y3 ~ 1.0 (mg/I) at k = 1 and 3 1 = P 20 ~ 0.8 (mg/I) at k = 2 DOD Ysat 1 
~ 1.2 (mg/I) at k = 4 and 5 
Dissolved Oxygen: Z4 ~ 6.0 (mg/I) at k = 1 and 2 [BOD 20 J DLJ ~ 4.0 (mg/I) at k = 3,4, and 5 po NH4 52 = P 15 [500 J [S~J DOD Ysat 00 2 2 Bl 
- 1.0 = 1.0 [BOD 25 J DtJ Ysat - 6.0 4.1 po NH4 01 1 3 = P 20 DOD Ysat 3 
[500 J [S~J 3 00 ~BOD 30 J [lLJ B2 - 0.8 0.8 NH4 15Ysat - 6.0 4.7 po = P 15 4 2 2 DOD Ysat - 4 4 
[500 J [S~J 00 Table 10. Effluent matrix: Ei . B3 
- 1.0 = 1.0 
Ysat - 4.0 6.2 
3 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
BOD [30 25 20 5 5 5 n [500 J [S~J NH4 25 5 20 20 20 4 00 E = P 20 15 2 0.5 10 0.5 B4 I - 1.2 1.2 DOD 10 10 10 10 10 10 
Ysat - 4.0 6.2 
4 4 BOD [20 15 10 5 5 5 n NH4 25 5 20 20 20 4 [500 J [S~] E = P 15 10 2 0.3 8 0.3 2 00 DOD 11 11 11 11 11 11 Bs 
- 1.2 = 1.2 
\at - 4.0 6.1 BOD [25 20 15 5 5 5 ~J 5 5 NH4 20 3 10 10 10 2 E = P 20 15 2 0.5 10 0.5 3 DOD 10 10 10 10 10 10 
BOD [30 25 10 5 5 5 ~J NH4 15 3 10 10 10 2 E = P 15 10 2 0.3 10 0.3 4 DOD 10 10 10 10 10 10 
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Table 11. Cost per year in thousands of 1974 dollars (capital recovery factor = 0.08) for each treatment level at 
each point load. 
Load Flow 
Point Q(i) 2 3 (i) MGD 
1 19 0 441 815 
2 7.6 0 196 334 
3 26.6 0 594 1134 
4 26.6 0 594 1134 
Ta ble 12. Initial river conditions at surveillance points: 
Yk · 
BOD [ 5.9] NH4 4.4 
P 2.8 
DOD 2.3 
BOD [4.2] NH4 5.1 
P 2.6 
DOD 2.2 
BOD [3.8] NH4 2.9 
P 2.5 
DOD 7.3 











Treatment Level (1) 
4 5 6 7 
1007 406 1448 3014 
422 225 618 1507 
1391 504 1985 3832 
1391 504 1985 3832 
Table 13. Values in the linking matrix. Table 13. Continued. 
BOD NH4 P DOD BOD NH4 P DOD 
BOD [0.14 0 0 
LJ NH4 0 0.14 0 D1,1 P 0 0 0.14 DOD 0 0 0 BOD 
D 
0 0 0 ] [~ 0 0 ] D2,4 NH4 0 0 0 BOD 0 P 0 0.04 0 NH4 0 0 0 DOD 0 0.05 0 D1,2 P 0 0 0 DOD 0 0 0 BOD 
D 
0 0 0 ] LJ D2,5 NH4 0 0 0 BOD [~.06 0 0 P 0 0.03 0 NH4 0.06 0 DOD 0 0.06 0 D13 P 0 0.09 , DOD 0.01 0.05 0.14 D 3,1 BOD 
D 
0 0 0 ] [~.03 ] D 32 NH4 0 0 0 BOD 0 0 0 D 3'3 P 0 0 0 NH4 0.03 0 0 , DOD 0 0 0 D1,4 P 0 0.09 0 
DOD 0 0.19 0 BOD [r 0 0 L] D 0 ] D3,4 NH4 0.11 0 BOD 0 0 P 0 0.11 NH4 0 0 0 DOD 0 0 D1,5 P 0 0.09 0 DOD 0 0.25 0 
BOD [~ 0 0 0 ] BOD [r4 0 0 0 ] NH4 0 0 0 NH4 0.04 0 0 D2,1 P 0 0 0 D35 P 0 0.11 0 , DOD 0 0 0 DOD 0.01 0.04 0.14 0 
BOD [~.17 0 0 LJ D41 BOD [~ 0 0 0 ] NH4 0.17 0 D4'2 NH4 0 0 0 D22 P 0 0.17 D4'3 P 0 0 0 , DOD 0 0 D4:4 DOD 0 0 0 
BOD [0.03 0 0 0 ] BOD [r7 0 0 LJ NH4 0 0.03 0 0 NH4 0.07 0 D2,3 P 0 0 0.04 0 D45 P 0 0.10 , DOD 0 0.03 0.04 0 DOD 0.02 0.06 0.11 
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CHAPTER V 
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH ALGORITHMS 
MXINT -Application to Water 
Supply Model 
As defined previously, the basic version of the 
Cache Valley Water Supply Model consisted of 258 
variables of which 54 were integer and 204 were 
continuous. One objective function and 278 con-
straint equations were used to define the model. 
To determine the minimum pipe size (size A) 
for Interzonal transfers the assumption that a zone's 
demand was to be totally supplied by zonal transfer 
was made. Standard pipe flow equations were then 
used to determine a normal pipe diameter for this 
zonal transfer. The next larger standard pipe diameter 
(about double capacity) was used for those zones 
with two pipe size options (e.g., if size A = 6" dia. 
then size B = 8" dia.). The rationale for this lower 
size criteria was that it won't be efficient to build a 
pipeline unless a substantial proportion of the zone's 
demand is supplied through it (at least during peak. 
days). The larger size selection assumes that more 
than one zone may demand flow through the pipe. 
Upper bounds were placed on all variables as 
follows: 
A. Integer Variables 
1. Future wells/Zone ~ 1. Except 
Zone 18 which required 2 wells to 
avoid an infeasible solution. 
2. Future springs/Zone ~ 1. Only 
Zone 2 had the potential for a 
future spring. 
3. Future treatment facilities/Zone ~ 
1. Only Zone 11 had the potential 
for future treatment facilities. 
4. Zonal transfer facilities (pipe )/Zone 
~l. 
B. Continuous Variables 
1. Flow from existing wells and 
springs was limited to the 
maximum capacity of that facility 
or the water rights filed for at that 
facility or which ever was least if 
both applied. 
2. Flow from future wells, springs, 
a.nd treatment plants was limited to 
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design capacity determined from 
past studies with the assumption 
that water rights would be granted. 
3. Zonal transfers were limited to the 
maximum capacity (both seasons 
and peak day) of the largest alter-
nate pipeline. 
Original model (year 2000 real world 
supply and demand levels) 
Two computer runs w~re made of the model 
with the previously described upper bounds and with 
year 2000 projections of supply and demand. Run 
No.1 was set up as Batchmode and let run to the first 
and second integer solutions. The resulting branch 
node system was saved for future restart. Restart was 
made via interactive (timeshare) mode and the 
TEMPO-MXlNT algorithm allowed to make a 
complete search of the branch nodes. The system 
determined CUTOFF l from the last be~t integer 
solution. The criteria for improvement of the objec-
tive function was anything greater than zero for this 
run. The first integer solution was $183,665.97 and 
the optimum (16th) solution found was $174,148.24 
(an improvement of $9,517.73 or about 5 percent). 
The total CPU time for the run was 43.2 minutes. 
Run No. 2 was run indentical to Run No. 
except that after each integer solution the cutoff was 
manually set to allow for about a 1 percent improve-
ment in the last best integer solution. The same 
optimum integer solution was reached, however, only 
5 integer solutions were found and a reduction of 
CPU time of about 24 percent was realized. Total 
CPU time for this run was 37.8 minutes. The 
complete solution is given in Appendix C. 
Increased upper bounds on integer 
variables (Revision No.1) 
The original model was revised to test how the 
number of potential active integer variables effects 
the CPU run time. 
1 Projected integer solutions with an objective function 
value greater than cutoff are discarded. 
Revision No. 1 changes the original model in 
the following ways: 
A. Integer variable upper bounds for future 
wells in zones were increased from one to three 
except for Zone 18 which was increased from two to 
three. A change of one in the upper bound of an 
integer variable is essentially equivalent to adding one 
more integer variable to the problem. The number of 
integer variables (in the 0, 1 variable sense) in 
Revision No. 1 was raised to 82 (e.g., there were 55 
defined integer variables, and 14 zones have future 
wells, therefore Revision No.1 total 0, 1 variables = 
55 + 2 x 13 + 1 = 82). 
Revision No.1 was run identical to Run No.2 
of the original model with cutoff being manually- set. 
The optimum solution was reached at the third 
integer solution with the same value as the original 
model ($174,148.24). Total CPU time for this revi-
sion was 45.7 minutes. 
Model decomposition (Revisions 
No.2 and No.3) 
The original model was then split into a 
northern half (Revision No.2) and a southern half 
(Revision No.3) to again test the effect of number of 
integer variables on run time. 
Revision No.2 included Zones 1, 2, and 13 
through 23, or 13 zones. The data were identical to 
that of the original model for the noted zones. This 
model consisted of 136 variables of which 27 were 
integer and 109 were continuous. One .objective 
function and 150 constraint equations were used to 
define the model. Revision No.2 was run identical to 
Run No.2 of the original model with cutoff being 
manually set. The optimum solution of $140,494.78 
was reached at the third integer solution. The 
Revision No.2 solution was identical to that compari-
tive portion of the original model solution. Total CPU 
time for Revision No.2 was 1.3 minutes. 
Revision No. 3 included Zones 1, 2, and 3 
through 12, or 12 zones. Zones 1 and 2 were used 
again to allow for Revision No.2 and No.3 to be 
manually interfaced as a comparison with the original 
model solution. Also Zone 2 is a possible major 
supply zone for both the north and south areas and 
should be included in both. The data were identical 
to that of the Original model for the noted zones. 
This model consisted of 145 variables of which 30 
were integer and 115 were continuous. One objective 
function and 148 constraint equations were used to 
define the model. 
Revision No.3 was run identical to Run No.2 
of the original model with cutoff being manually set. 
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The optimum solution of $84,876.10 was reached at 
the third integer solution. The Revision No. 3 
solution was identical to that comparative portion of 
the original model solution. Total CPU time for 
Revision No.3 was 1.2 minutes. 
When Revisions No. 2 and No. 3 are put 
together and costs manually adjusted to eliminate 
overlap at Zone 2, the total objective function costs 
and the activity levels of all decision variables were 
identical to the original model optimal solution. 
Complete solutions are given in Appendixes C and D. 
Increased demands and supply 
capacities (Revision No.4) 
Revision No.4 was made in order to attempt to 
define the upper limits of the feasible MXINT 
computational capability. Increasing the model size 
by defming new variables would require extensive 
restructuring of the model. However, much the same 
effect can be accomplished by simply increasing the 
number of possible integer soh,ltions. This approach 
was used in Revision No. 1 (increasing the upper 
bounds on integer variables) and a significant increase 
computation load resulted. However, the demands 
were not increased concurrently with the potential 
supply so that most of the increase in number of 
potential solutions was apparently dismissed by 
means of implicit enumeration. 
In order to devise a more difficult problem for 
the algorithm, Revision No. 4 includes an extensive 
increase in demand as well as potential supply and 
commensurate pipe sizes so that many more probable 
active integer variable values are brought into the 
problem. These revisions to the capacities and 
demands are as follows: 
A. Zonal season demands and zonal peak. 
day demands were doubled. 
B. Integer variable upper bounds for future 
wells were raised to 3 except Zone 18 
where they were raised to 6. 
C. The minimum and maximum zonal 
transfer pipe sizes were increased in 
selected zones to allow for additional 
transfer of water. 
D. Continuous variable upper bounds for the 
potential flow from future wells and 
zonal transfers were increased to reflect 
the above changes. 
The above changes increased the potential 
effective number of active integer variables (equiva-
lent number of 0, 1 variables) from 55 to 85. 
Revision No.4 Run No.1 was run identical to 
Run No. 2 of the original model with cutoff 
being manually set. The branch system expanded 
much faster than any other run with the algorithm 
reaching 500 branch nodes after approximately 1.5 
hours of run time. The algorithm cannot maintain 
more than 500 branch nodes and discards the worst 
10 percent of the projected solutions. However, the 
optimum solution may be in this set of discarded 
branch nodes and therefore, a procedure for avoiding 
this problem was undertaken. The best integer solu-
tion found up to the point of branch node discarding 
was $484,457.27. 
Revision No. 4 Run No.2 was run to test the 
procedure for avoiding the discarding of branch 
nodes and to improve run time for this large model. 
The following procedure was used and run as a 
batch job: 
A. Solve problem to first integer solution. 
B. Save branch node system immediately 
after integer solution. 
C. Set cutoff at 96 percent of last integer 
solution or a 4 percent improvement for 
next integer solution (compared to 1 
percent in previous runs). 
D. Restart search of branch nodes for the 
next best integer solution. When integer 
solution is found return to Step B. 
E. Repeat Steps B-D until branch nodes are 
exhausted. 
F. Restart at last integer solution but set 
cutoff at the last percentage + 1 percent 
(next step would be 97 percent or 3 
percent improvement) go to Step D and 
loop as in Step E except with the new 
percent improvement. 
G. Keep making the percent improvement 
smaller until the algorithm completes a 
search at 99 percent or 1 percent im-
provement. When 1 percent is completed 
assume this integer solution is optimal 
and output. 
The above technique was used for Run No.2 
and found to be successful. 
The optimum integer solution found was 
$483,101.97 and the total CPU time was 160 
minutes. The 500 node limit was never reached 
during this run due to the larger required objective 
improvement and smaller number of active nodes at 
any point in time. 
Elimination of upper bounds of 
continuous variables 
Revision No.5 was created to test the relation-
ship between upper bounds on continuous variables 
and CPU time. Revision No.5 is identical to Revision 
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No.4 except all upper bounds on the continuous 
variables were removed (allowing the bounds to go to 
infinity). This increases the size of the solution space, 
thereby requiring additional computational effort. 
Revision No.5 was run exactly as Revision No. 
4 Run No. 2 had been run using the techniques 
developed in Revision No.4. 
The optimum integer solution found was 
identical to Revision No.4. However, the CPU time 
was greatly increased. The CPU time was 305 minutes 
for Revision No. 5 compared to 160 minutes for 
Revision No.4 or an increase of about 91 percent in 
CPU time due to removal of continuous variable 
upper bounds. 
GMINT -Applicatiol} to Water Supply Model 
The input data for the model form referred to 
previously as the original model was converted to the 
format required by GMINT. Since this is a 
proprietary algorithm the data deck was mailed to the 
owners of the code and runs were made by them 
(Arthur M. Geoffrion and Richard D. McBride) on an 
IBM 360 model 158 computer at the University of 
Southern California. 
A solution defined as optimal by the code was 
produced after 1.7 minutes with an objective func-
tion value of $178,074. The algorithm tolerance 
indicated that this was within $1,000 of the true 
optimal solution; however, the previous algorithm, 
MXlNT, produced a solution of $174,148 which is 
$3,926 or 2.3 percent better than the GMINT 
solution. The essential difference between the two 
solutions was that GMINT had selected the larger 
pipe size between two pairs of service zones (I6 to 23 
and 18 to 19) in which the smaller sizes would have 
met all of the constraints and saved $3,900. 
The problem was rerun on GMINT to deter-
mine why the better solution was missed. Analysis of 
the computation procedure revealed that the 
apparent true optimal solution was implicitly deleted 
by the Gomory mixed integer cuts prior to obtaining 
the initial LP solution. An attempted solution 
without the Gomory cuts became unstable and 
appeared headed for a large computation effort and 
therefore was aborted. 
The GMINT code apparently works well on 
problems in which the initial LP solution is only a 
few percent smaller than the optimal IP solution. This 
is apparently not a serious limitation because most 
models can be modified to decrease this difference by 
adding constraints to force the LP solution closer to 
the IP solution. Such constraints are redundant to the 
total model including IP constraints but are not 
redundant to the LP problem while integer con-
straints are being ignored. Examples of this type of 
model revision for computational efficiency were 
mentioned in the literature review section. Such 
model revisions were not accomplished for the water 
supply model Phase I tests because of time and 
budget limitations. This concept should be pursued, 
however, in Phase II of the research. See Appendix I 
for the GMINT solution. 
FMPS-Application to Water Supply Model 
Because of the large computation times 
required for the water quality model solutions on the 
UN IV AC algorithm (to be discussed in a later 
section), no attempt was made to run the full water 
supply model with this algorithm. However, since the 
nature of the two models is very different, it 
appeared worthwhile to run one half of the de-
composed model (referred to in the previous MXINT 
discussion as model Revision No.3). 
Initial runs on the decomposed model using the 
first node selection option (global optimum) required 
about 10 minutes to achieve the optimal solution. 
This time was decreased, however, by almost an order 
of magnitude (1.5 minutes) by using the second node 
selection alternate and by reordering the integer 
variables according to decreasing unit cost. 
Apparently the reordering of variables was the prime 
factor in improving computation efficiency. The 
improved run times are slightly higher than those 
achieved by MXlNT. This was surprising in view of 
the fact that the UN IV AC computer is usually much 
faster than the Burroughs on identical programs. A 
principal reason for the longer than expected run 
times on the UNIVAC may be that the FMPS code 
uses double precision (72 bits) while MXlNT uses 
single precision (48 bits). The only way to compare 
the algorithms themselves would be to run them both 
on the same computer (which is obviously not 
feasible). 
MXINT - Application to the Basin 
Planning IP Model 
Summary of model description 
The smaller of the two example problems 
(described in Chapter IV) consisted of five 
surveillance points along the stream; four wastewater 
contaminants of interest; and four point sources of 
impaired water quality, with seven possible treatment 
process alternatives (one of which must be chosen at 
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each source). The objective function is structured to 
seek the minimum total cost of treatment. There are 
a total of 28 decision variables corresponding to the 
four sources and seven treatment levels. The model 
has 24 total constraints. Restrictions on each of the 
four contaminants at each of the five surveillance 
points added up to a total of 20 constraints. The 
technique used to select only one of the seven 
possible treatment alternatives at a given source, 
required one additional constraint for each source, 
thus producing four constraints for the four discharge 
points. This problem will be referred to as Problem I 
hereafter. 
An expanded model of the problem with 105 
variables and 39 constraints was developed to further 
test the algorithm. This example had fifteen point 
sources of wastewater, four pollutants and six surveil-
lance points. With seven alternative treatment 
processes available at each source, the problem 
became one of choosing a process at each source such 
that the total cost is a minimum. The quality 
standards imposed on each pollutant at each of the 
surveillance points produced 24 constraints. The 
selection of only one of the seven treatment processes 
at each source is accomplished by putting in one 
constraint corresponding to each source. These 15 
additional rows resulted in 39 total constraints. This 
model will be designated as Problem II henceforth. 
Problem I 
The small model required 0.14 minute (8.4 
seconds) of CPU time for the MXINT optimal 
solution (objective function = $2,291.7). The solu-
tion included two integer variables with slightly 
non-integer values (.99231 and .00769). These result 
from the default tolerance on integer approximations 
of ± 1 percent. The values given are within this 
tolerance, however, they result in a slight non-
conformance to water quality standards and therefore 
other runs were made with this tolerance supposedly 
lower but the solution was unchanged. This is 
apparently a minor system problem which has been 
referred to Burroughs representatives. The solution is 
given in Appendix F. 
Problem II 
The large model in original form required 2.9 
minutes to produce an optimal solution (objective 
function = $9,950). In order to further test the 
algorithm's capability without extensive model 
restructuring, Problem II was rerun after arbitrarily 
increasing (strengthening) the water quality standards 
constraints. This had the effect of increasing sub-
stantially the number of possible "good" solutions 
which required explicit enumeration (even though the 
total number of variables remained at 105). The run 
time for this more difficult problem was 3.8 minutes 
(32 percent increase in CPU time). The solution is 
given in Appendix G. 
AlP-Application to the Basin 
Planning IP Model 
Problem I 
The small model required 0.21 minutes (12.8 
seconds) to produce an optimal solution (objective 
function = $2,371). The solution is slightly different 
than the MXINT solution because all of the variable 
activity levels are precisely integers. The slight con-
straint problem resulting from the tolerance limit in 
MXINT caused the two solutions to differ by one 
treatment level at one location (see Appendix J). 
Problem II 
Attempts to solve the large model with the AlP 
algorithm failed. Some array dimension problems 
were encountered. The computation effort required 
for the small model appeared to be considerably 
greater than for the other two algorithms. The. work 
necessary to modify the algorithm therefore, dId not 
appear to be justified. 
FMPS-MIP-Application to the Basin 
Planning IP Model 
Problem I 
The small model required 0.099 minutes (using 
the UNIVAC 1108) to produce the same optimal 
solution (objective function = $2,371) as the AlP 
algorithm (see Appendix H). 
Problem II 
The original version of the large model required 
10.1 minutes to produce the same optimal solution as 
MXINT (objective function = $9,950). This time 
could likely be improved substantially by reordering 
the integer variables as described previously for the 
water supply problem. This was not done, however, 
because of contract time and budget constraints. 
Use of Interactive Mode 
Much of the work with the MXINT algorithm 
was accomplished while in interactive mode using a 
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Texas Instruments Model 725 portable data terminal 
which communicated with the Burroughs B6700 com-
puter over a dedicated telephone line. Several advan-
tages in regard to integer programming which derive 
from the interactive capability became apparent dur-
ing this research. The interactive mode was particular-
ly valuable during preliminary runs while the operator 
was becoming familar with the algorithm control 
language and with the order of magnitude of run 
times to expect. 
The advantages of an interactive mode in 
controlling the operation of a mixed integer 
algorithm include: (1) The potential to decrease CPU 
run time. (2) Familiarization with a new model. {3) 
Ability to revise data with respect to infeasibilities 
and equation constants in order to restart the 
problem quickly. (4) Assurance of a global optimum 
solution. (5) Develop control language techniques for 
a model to enable later runs to be made unattended 
(batch). (6) Ability to interact with other algorithms 
where the solution to one problem may be the data 
for another. 
1. Run time may be decreased in several ways. 
By setting or revising algorithm tolerances for integer 
variables, (if an activity of an integer variable is 
within a set tolerance of an integer value it is assumed 
to be an integer) solutions to the degree of accuracy 
desired can be obtained, the smaller the tolerance the 
longer the run time. Cutoff values can be adjusted to 
substantially reduce run times by skipping interim 
solutions that do not give acceptable solution value 
improvements and also reduce the number of branch 
nodes that must be carried, thereby reducing memory 
requirements. If an optimal feasible solution rather 
than the global optimal feasible solution is acceptable 
one can terminate the run when a satisfactory 
solution is obtained thereby reducing run time. 
2. One may not be familiar with the solution 
space of a new model and data refinements may have 
to be made. The interactive mode allows one to 
analyze the output as the run is going and make these 
refinements prior to final model formulation. 
3. If infeasibilities occur or data errors are 
noted at the beginning of a run they can be modified 
and the run immediately restarted without waiting 
for long turnaround times from batch operations. 
4. For many problems a global optimum is a 
necessity and must be assured. Since the interactjve 
mode allows one to monitor and guide the solution 
direction a global optimum can be guaranteed. 
5. Since the results of a control language 
change on the interactive mode can be seen almost 
immediately many changes can be tried to discover 
the best sequence of the control language to suit this 
particular model or family of models. Future runs can 
then be made by batch mode if desired to take 
advantage of special late night or long turnaround 
time rates. 
6. The interactive mode offers the possibility, 
not yet explored by this study, of the results of one 
model being used as the data of another model. 
Solutions of the data model can be input to the 
second model with the results of the second model 
used to modify the data model. 
Analysis and Conclusions 
MXINT algorithm/water supply model 
The full size problem was run only on MXINT 
and GMINT. The only algorithm which produced 
what is apparently the global optimal solution was 
the Burroughs algorithm, MXINT. Run times for 
various versions of the model have been described in a 
previous section and are summarized in Figure 5. The 
real world version of the model required 38 minutes 
of CPU time on the Burroughs computer. The current 
cost of both the Burroughs and UNIVAC computers 
at standard priority is $.08 per second. At this rate 
three 38 minute runs at different planning horizons 
would cost $547 plus 10 and other miscellaneous 
charges. However, a very low cost rate (10 percent of 
normal priority rates) is available on the USU 
Burroughs computer for evening unattended runs on 
large problems of this sort. Therefore, the computer 
rates were not at all excessive for runs made during 
this first phase, and the same rates should be available 
for future applications of this methodology. The 
MXINT algorithm has a format that is convenient to 
work with, and variable and row names provide for 
rapid error searches and proof reading. This format 
(the TEMPO MPS package format) is identical except 
for upper bound definitions to the UNIVAC FMPS 
format and therefore provides for eash conversion of 
a model from one computer to the other. 
The MXINT capability of handling integer 
values greater than unity is a very desirable feature in 
relation to future water supply model versions which 
may have several variables with upper bounds of 3 or 
4. 
The MXINT algorithm appeared to solve the 
real world version of the model (55 equivalent 0, 1 
variables) without difficulty. However, when the 
number of 0, 1 variables was increased to 85 
(about 300 total variables) the number of nodes 
exceeded the capability of the code (500) at the 
standard objective improvement tolerance. This prob-
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lem was overcome by varying the objective tolerance 
and thereby decreasing the number of nodes to be 
examined. This revised model version (which is larger 
than any version anticipated in follow-on real world 
applications) would appear to be approaching the 
upper limit of the algorithm/computer combination 
on which it was run. 
If some unforeseen future addition to the 
model requires a substantial number of integer 
variables, the problem could still be solved success-
fully by decomposing the model as was done in 
Revisions 2 and 3. The total computation time for 
the decomposed model halves was an order of 
magnitude less than for the full model (see Figure 5). 
It is therefore significant that after easy manual 
adjustment for duplication in Zone 2 the combined 
solution for the model halves precisely equalled the 
full model optimal solution. This provides a viable 
alternate approach for situtations where computa-
tional effort for the entire model may exceed the 
computer cost budget. 
GMINT algorithm/water supply model 
As discussed previously the GMINT algorithm 
on an IBM 370 Model 158 computer produced a 
rapid problem solution, but because of round-off 
type errors introduced by 15 preliminary Gomory 
cuts, the true optimal solution was excluded from the 
branch-and-bound solution space. The authors of this 
algorithm have designed it for particularly efficient 
use on models which have had special redundant 
constraints added which force the LP solution to 
approach as closely as possible, the IP solution. 
Because of severe time limitations in Phase I of this 
research such model structure revisions were not 
incorporated into the GMINT model. The LP solution 
objective function (without the Gomory cuts) was 
about $129,000 which was 74 percent of the optimal 
IP solution. This large difference apparently 
represented a difficult computational problem for the 
GMINT code. GMINT's performance on the water 
supply model in its present form was disappointing; 
however it appears to be a fast code for problems 
which have been structured to take advantage of its 
strong points. The GMINT authors believe that this 
model could be restructured so as to run efficiently 
on their code. It would appear to be worthwhile to 
do this for future applications of the model. A 
rational comparison would appear to involve compari-
son of reduced computer costs versus personnel time 
required to restructure the model. 
Basin planning model 
The all integer water model appears to 
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mixed integer water supply model. The larger quality 
problem has more integer variables than the supply 
problem (lOS compared to 55) but fewer total 
variables (105 compared to 258) and a much smaller 
number of constraints (39 compared to 278). As 
shown in Figure 5 the MXINT algorithm produced 
the most efficient solution; however, the FMPS 
solution could likely be improved by incorporating 
techniques described in the discussion of the water 
supply model. This model was not run on GMINT 
nor on AlP. 
Conclusions 
1. The algorithm tests described herein have 
clearly demonstrated that modern integer program-
ming codes exist which are capable of optimizing 
both regional water supply and water quality plan-
ning models at reasonable costs. 
2. The MXINT algorithm included in the 
TEMPO mathematical programming package on the 
Burroughs 6700 computer at Utah State University 
appears to be the best of the four algorithms tested 
for both models in their present form. 
3. The GMINT algorithm being marketed by 
Geoffrion and McBride should be evaluated further 
after restructuring the water supply model to take 
better advantage of this code's special capabilities. 
4. Proper use of the UNIVAC 1108 FMPS 
Package can apparently produce optimal solutions 
with computation efforts only slightly greater than 
those achieved by the Burroughs TEMPO package. 
However, to date, such comparable run times have 
been verified only for the decomposed version of the 
water supply model, not for either full sized model. 
5. The all integer algorithm tested was less 
efficient than the mixed integer algorithms on small 
versions of the all integer (water quality problem) and 
was not capable of solving the larger version. 
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6. Easy decomposition of the water supply 
model is a viable alternative for IP solutions of 
problems which approach the size of the problems 
solved herein. 
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Description of MXINT Algorithm from Burroughs TEMPO Manual 
Algorithm Description from 
Sperry Manual 
Starting off from an optimal solution to the 
linear programming problem (integrality constraints 
are ignored) the algorithm proceeds as follows: 
(1) Choose one of the integer variables violat-
ing the integrality requirement. Suppose 
it has a value of 2.4, an upper bound of 6 
and a lower bound of 1. Construct two 
subproblems (both are linear program-
ming problems). In the first subproblem 
this variable has bounds (1, 2) and in the 
second (3, 6). Estimate which subprob-
lem (called a branch) is more likely to 
lead to a "good" integer solution. Store 
the less "good" problem on a work me. It 
may be necessary to return to it later. 
(2) Optimize the chosen branch (solve the 
linear problem with the new bounds). 
There are four possibilities: 
(a) The subproblem is infeasible. 
(b) the objective is above a cutoff 
(either user inputted or determined 
by a previously found integer solu-
tion). 
(c) The subproblem is optimal and is 
the best integer solution found to 
date. A new cutoff is now available 
(the solution value). 
(d) The subproblem is optimal and 
some integer activities violate the 
integrality constraints. 
In cases (a), (b) and (c) proceed to Step 
3. In case (d) return to Step (1). 
(3) Pick the "best" available branch on the 
work file and go to Step (2). Only 
branches with projections below the cur-
rent cutoff are viable (assuming minimiza-
tion). If there are no viable branches on 
the me TERMINATE. The best integer 
solution found to date (if found) is the 
optimal solution to the integer program-
ming problem. 




The branching strategy used in Step (1). 
In general, it is best to branch on the 
important variables (those leading to the 
greatest degradation in the objective) 
before branching on the less important 
variables. 
The backtrack strategy used in Step (3). 
There are conflicting ends in the strategy 
used to return to unexplored nodes. It is 
desirable to return to nodes with the best 
projected objective. However, strong 
adherence to this end will often lead to a 
large number of unexplored nodes. As a 
compromise, return to deep nodes with 
'~good" projected objectives. (See the 
parameter ZBACK.) 
The optimization procedure used by TEMPO 
(Step 2) is a parametric on the bound, and algorithm 
akin to PARRHS and DUAL. A projected objective is 
hence available at each parametric iteration so that a 
branch can be dropped as soon as its projection is 
above the cutoff. 
MXINT uses the following parameters and has 
no available modifiers. 
(a) ZBIOBJ-if the solution to the integer 
model is known to exceed some value, 
ZBIOBJ should be set to that value. This 
reduces the size of the tree structure for 
the problem. ZBIOBJ is updated as 
MXINT finds better integer solutions. 
37 
(b) ZTOLIN-if an integer variable and in-
teger value differ by less than ZTOLIN, 
the variable is assumed to be integer. 
Standard value is .01. 
(c) ZTOLOB-if an integer solution differs 
from the solution to the continuous 
problem by less than ZTOLOB times the 
continuous solution, MXINT terminates 
with the current solution as the best 
solution. Standard value is .01. 
38 
(d) ZTOLIM-after an integer solution is ob-
tained, better integer solutions which 
differ by less than ZTOLIM times the 
difference between the continuous solu-
tion and ZBIOBJ are skipped. Standard 
value is .01. 
Appendix B 





"U~BEK NAME !:ITATU'> ACfhlTy ~LA(;K A(,; TIll I TY LUf'jtk LlMIT Ur'PU< Ll",Lr UU AL Ae T Iv In 
1 OtjJlCT t:3~ 1 7 41 4 o.tj:)l1 
-171414d.;U577 I~U"'£ 1\0 1\£ 1.0000u 2 ul-l LL ll'td.OOOOIJ 11 4 d.00OuO 1\0"'[ -3~.26001./ 3 01-2 LL l·HZ.OOOOu 131~·00OOO "'01'0£ "35.60000 4 Ut!-l LL j64.0000 v 364.00000 "O"t - 3401 0000 ~ u2-2 LL 486.00001.1 
.. 66.00UOO I\UI\£ 
-34.1000v 
6 03-1 L.L. '::41.0000u ,241.00000 "01\[ -45.27000 
7 U3-2 L.L 161.00000 101.00000 1\01\£ 
-16.90000 8 lll4-1 LL "l4d.UOOvo 24d.OOOOO 1'.01\£ 
-59.42000 9 DI4-2 LL ,,48.00000 ~4d.OOOOO "OM: -6.o000v 10 05-1 LL 51.00voo 51.00000 "01\£ -68.78000 11 05-2 LL 60.00000 60.00000 1\01\£ 
-16.60000 
12 06-1 L.L 86.00000 86.00000 "OI'oE -9.16000 
13 06-2 LL 98.00001./ 96.00000 "Ol't: -10.80000 14 07-1 LL 10.00000 10.00000 1';01'0£ 
-16.91000 Is o7-'r .. ' LL. B~oooo6 19.00000 1\01'0£ 
-l8dlOOU 
~ 16 08-1 L.L 124.00000 124.00000 1\01'0£ -3.00000 17 08-2 LL. 150.00000 150.00000 "01'<£ -3.00000 
18 0-'-1 L.L U .00000 22.00000 1\01\£ 
-18dlOOO 19 D9-2 LL ,,6.00001.1 26.00000 I\UI\£ 
-18'''1001.1 
20 010-1 LL 7.00000 7.00000 1\01\[ 
-ltj • .,lOOu 
21 010-2 LL a.ooooo 8.00000 ~O"E -18.91000 
22 011-1 L.L 79.00000 79.00000 f\Ol\t 
-).00000 
23 011-2 LL 94.00000 94.00000 I\O~E 
-3.00000 
24 012-1 LL 53.00000 53.00000 ~Ol't£ 
-5".43000 
25 D12-2 LL. ()6.00i.lvu 66.00000 1\ 01'0 E 
-6.00000 
26 D13-1 LL J04.000UO 304.00000 1\ Ol't £ -45.~200U 
27 013-2 LL 36".o(foOu 364.")0000 1'.01\£ -45.92000 
28 014-1 LL 87.00000 d7.00000 "'OI\E -25.06000 
29 014-2 LL. 115.00000 115.00000 1\01'£ -25.66001,) 
30 015-1 L.L 402.00000 402.00000 1\01\£ 
-25.06000 
31 015-2 lL ~90.0000v ~90.00000 I'.OI\E -25.06000 
32 u16-1 LL. 61.00001,) 61.00000 I\O"E -63033001.1 
33 016-2 LL 108.00000 108.(')0000 1\01\£ 
-65.'1000 
34 U17-1 L.L (.00000 7.vQOOO 1\ ljl\ £ 
-203.33001,) 
35 D17-2 LL 9.00000 9.(')0000 I'.Ol\l -2"0.54001.1 
36 D18-1 LL 138.00000 138.(,)UuOO I\O"E "29.0"000 
37 u18-2 LL 91.00000 ~1.00000 1\0l\E -6.00000 
38 U 19-1 L.L 206.00UOO t06.00000 I\Oi'lE -48.~9000 
39 019-2 LL 290.00000 290.00000 1\ Ol't £ -6.60000 
40 D20-1 lL 19.00000 19.00000 1\01\[ -3.00000 
41 P.20-2 LL ~~.Oouoo 25.00000 1\01'£ -3.00000 
42 i)21-1 LL 21.00000 21.00000 I\Ol\E -28.19000 
43 021-2 LL 28.00000 26.00000 I\O"E -28.19000 
'14 L,l2 .. c·l ~I,. 39.00001.1 39.00000 I\ClI't£ -97.42000 
ORIGINAL MODEL 
I'(C~5 ~E.ClION 
r-.uMFiER NAMI:. ::iTATU~ A(;iuITY ~L AC i\ Ai,;TlVl Ty LUl'ltk LIMIT uP"'EH LiMl T DUAL AI,; T 1 II 1 Ty 
45 1,)22"2 LL 46.000uO 46.00000 1\0"£ -6.60000 46 Oi3-1 LL ~4.0000v 54,00000 1\ 0'" E -127.78000 47 Dij-2 LL 46.uOOOO 46.00000 I'. 0'" E -6.60000 48 FW1-1 ~S 2364.00000 !'tONE 23614.00000 4'1 FI'Q-2 tiS 4727.00000 NONE 4727.00000 
50 f1'l2-1 ~S 77 b. uOuOO 96.00000 NONE e74.000vO 
51 ~w2-2 BS 223.00000 1:'26.00000 NONE 174'1.00000 
~2 F 1'13-.1 BS ldb.OOOUv NONE 18d.00000 
53 Fw3-2 BS 161.00000 <21:;.00000 NONE 37e .00000 
54 FW4-1 BS 35.000\)0 ~05.00000 NONE 240.00000 
55 FW4-2 as 480.0000U NUNE 480.000uo 
56 fW6-1 as 437 .00000 NONE 437 .00000 
'.;7 t1'l8-2 as d74.00000 I~ONE 874.00000 
'.;8 tW9-1 BS 10.00000 NONE 10.00000 
59 h~9-2 BS 1'1.00000 NONE 1'1.00000 
60 F w 13-1 BS 1'12.0000v :'J.OOOOv NONE 24:5.000UO 
61 FW13-2 bS 140.0001.10 3'.;0.00000 NONE 491J.000OO 
62 fw14-1 t:lS 48.0QOOQ 57.00000 NO~E 10S.00ooo 
~ 63 1="1"14-2 BS 37.00000 l7J.00000 NONE 210.000uo 
.... 64 FW15-1 bS 11..00001,) 21 ~. 00000 r-.ON[ 221.uOuvO 
65 hil5-2 BS 7Y.OQOOO J75.00000 NUNE 45'1.00000 
66 FW16-1 as 4b.OOOOO NONE 40.000(J0 
67 F"w16-2 as 90.00000 . NOlliE 91i.00O(J0 
68 F~21·r as ~l.oooolJ 2.00000 ",ONE 2.3.00000 
69 FI'I21-2 BS 28.00000 17.00000 NONE 45.000uO 
70 FS2-1 t1S '87.00000 NONE 76r.00000 
71 f~2-2 as 157S.bOOOu NONE 1575.00000 
72 f!>4-1 BS 234.0000u • NONE 2314,\)0000 73 f !>4-2 as 2 49.00000 ~20.00000 NONE "09.00000 
74 FS~-1 as JO.OOOuu N(JNE 30.00000 
75 F5:>-2 !:lS 59.0000u I~(;NE 5'11.00uvo 
7b F!l6-1 BS 46.00000 NLJNE .. e.OOOOO 
77 t!:i6-2 BS b3.0000u NU"'£ 63.000uo 
78 f-~8·1 BS 164.00000 228.0000U I~ONf 39".00000 
79 ~-~8-2 tjS l8S'0000u 165.00000 NONE 350.00000 
~o F~11-1 bS 97.000UU 1418.00000 NONE 245.00000 
81 F~11-2 BS 94.000UU 396.00000 I~UNE 490.00000 
82 f!>12-1 BS 35.000uO !''jUNE 3::.00Uvo 
83 ~ S12-~ as 66.0000u 4.00000 NUNE 70.00000 
84 F~13-1 as 112.00000 NONE 11".00000 
85 f S 13-2 BS ,,24.00000 NONE 224.00000 
86 F514-1 &5 3 .... 000uu NUNE H.OOOOO 
67 f!l14-2 ~S 70.00000 NONE 70.00uOO 
88 F~15·1 as 11'J.oOvvo NONE 11'1.00000 
8'1 f!l1~·2 !:IS 23S.0000\J NO~E 231::1.00000 
ORIGINAL MODEL 
~Lr.~ ~E.CTlu~ 
,,"u M8ER NA"1E :) TA TU5 ACrlVlrY ~L.A(,;r< A(,;Tlnp LOr.U~ LIMl T uPPE~ LIMn uUAL ACTlVITY 
90 f~lt,-l BS 10').OOUOu 1'40NE 10~.000uO 91 f51S-2 t:lS 91.000ul,) ll'i.OOOuv NONE 210.00000 92 F~19-1 as "oo.OOOvu NONE. 200.00000 93 f519-2 B!:i ,,90.000uu eH i). 00000 NONE 1100.00000 94 r~20-1 BS 2J.OOOOO 37.00000 NONE bO.OOOOO 95 F:'20-j2 BS 25'0000" 95.0000u NONE 120.00000 90 FS22-1 BS 3:;.000vo . i'lUNE 35.00000 97 FS22-2 tjS 46.uOOOu 24.000uu NONE 70.00000 98 F523-1 t:lS 3~.09C!.QO NONE 3~.OOOOO 99 Fs23-i BS 46.00000 16.00000 NUNE blt.OOOOo 100 FS21--1 UL NOfltE 27.50000 101 fS2f-Z UL. NONE 27.50000 102 FWlf-l BS I~ONE 
103 Ffjlf-2 UL NUNE 4.2837'1 104 F f'l2f -1 BS NUNE 
105 rW2r-2 UL NUNE 4.28"·1~ 106 FWjF-l UL NONE 2b.3(01)0 
~ 107 fw)f-2 as NONE lab F~4F-1 UL NONE 
109 Fr.4f-2 UL /l;ONE 7.'I578t) 110 rr.St-l UL. NONE 43.12000 111 tW~f-2 eS I~UNE 
112 fWbf-l BS NONE 
113 FW6f-2 UL • NONE 7.45900 114 fl'ln-l t'SS -78.00000 76.00000 I'4UNE 
11~ Fw7t -t! ~S 
-150.00000 156.00000 NUNE. 
110 f W 8F -1 
. J3S NUNE 
1n F~8f"2 UL NUNE 10.28146'4 llB FVlf7f-l 135 -'4,00000 4.00000 f~ONE 
119 f~9F·2 HS -20.00000 2t1.0000u NONE 
120 FwlOf-l BS -Ili.aoooo 19.0000u I~U"'E 121 f~lOf-2 BS -44.0000u 444.0000U I~UNE 
122 ffjl3F-l BS I"IUNf 
123 F~13F'-2 UL ~UNE 
124 f~14f·l BS l~aNE 
125 Fi'l14 f -2 UL I~UNE 7.45924 
126 Fr'l1!;)F-l UL l~aNt. 
127 Ffj15F-2 t:l~ -030.0000 v 030.00000 NONE 
128 fWll~F-l ~S -137.0000u 13f.OOOOIJ NONE 
129 fi'il8f-i BS -,50.00000 .iSo.ooooo NONE 
130 F111At3Cl tiS i'40NE 
131 nllAt;<;2 uL NUNE 47.6514~ 
132 L1"'3*1 tiS -34.00000 34.00000 I~UNE 
133 Ll ... 3*2 85 ·17~.oooov 17S.0uOO\) NONE 
l.J.q .l.~.:t.L* 1 bS "87,Q09Qu S7 .• 0000\) NUNE 
ORIGINAL MODEL 
rlO~:' !)t.CTLON 
!';\iMBER I~AMt !:iTA TU:' ACfh'In SLACK AcTIvIn LOwl:.k UMIT uPPER L.J.~J.r UUAL ACT.LV!T'( 
13? Ljot 1 *2 tiS -17?OOOOv 17':>.00000 NONE. 
136 ZJ+4*1 bS NUNE 
137 l3.4*2 BS 1~(jNE 
138 Z4+3*1 IjS NONE 
139 l£+.3*2 UL NUNE 2.42000 140 L4+5*1 1:3:' -60.00000 66.00000 NOM" 
141 l4·5*2 bS -174.00vvU 17 4. 00000 NONE 
142 L5+4*1 BS -cs7·00000 67.0000U NUNE 
143 "ZS:""4*2 BS -175.00000 175.0000v NONE 
1'14 l~.6*1 as "'ONE 
1'15 l5.6*2 bS NOt-iE 
146 L6.5*1 UL NUNE '1':>.00000 147 lO.~*2 8S I~UNE 
l'lti L6+7A1 t:-;S f~ONE 
149 Z6.7;"2 UL . . l'lUt-iE 12.00000 
150 L6+8*1 BS -d7.00000 81.00000 NOt-iE 
151 Z6 ... tl*2 BS -115.00000 115.00000 NONE 
~ 15~ l8+6*1 as -147.00000 '17.00000 NO"'E ~ 153 ll:h6*2 !:is -140.000vv 140.0\)000 f'lO"'E 
154 lth9A 1 BS NOt-if 
15~ lB.9A2 UL NUNE 24.5714J 
156 Z9+10Al 1;5 NONE 
157 L9+10A2 UL r-.Ut;E Lh71429 
158 lS+11*l as [\jUNE 
1S9 lCHl1*l bS !'fONE 
16(J Lll+12A1 BS -69.0000u 6~.OOOOO NONE 
16 r" l1h12Al BS - i 75"~"o 0000 11s.00000 NOt-iE 
162 U+13*1 I;!S 
-i6'.000Ov ~62.00000 r-.ONE 
163 l2·13*2 bS -:,25.00000 ~l:).oOOoo l'lONE 
164 Ll:h2*1 bS "262.00000 t. 6 'l • 0 0 0 l\ (I l'4uNE 
105 Z13+2*2 sS ":,25.00000 52,:>.OOOQU .. ~ 0 t-i~" 
166 L13+14*1 bS ;,;Ur..E 
161 Lljd4*2 uL I';Uf>tE. 6.j8~98 
168 l14+13*1 BS l'jUNE 
169 l1£++131t2 t:SS I';ONE 
170 Z11++b*1 BS NUt-.E 
171 llHl:,*2 UL NOfltE 8.76190 
172 lIS+14*1 bS NUNE 
173 lI5+14*2 BS l'IOI';E 
114 L1S ... l(S*1 as [\jUr-.E 
175 lb+IB*2 UL ,.UNE 1.02370 
170 118+1'fltl ~S -l~o.oOOuu 15t'l.OOOOO Nut-.E 
177 L18·!'l9*2 BS -.3~9.00vuO 32Y.OOO\Ju NUt-i£ 
178 l20+21~1 tj~ -87.0000v 87.00000 r-.UNt: 
119 Z20+21Al:! !:is -175.00000 175.00000 I~ONE 
ORIGINAL MODEL 
KG"':) ~t.CTLO~ 
Jl;vMtlE.k NAME STATU;) AC I Iv 1 TY !)LAC~ ACTIviTY LUwt.R LIMIT uPPER LIMiT uUAL ACTJ.VITY 
180 L18+20*1 85 I~UI';E 
181 L1!:3+2{J*2 !jS 1~l.JNE 
IB~ L..!.O+ 2.!..A.1 !:i~ -I:lj. iJOVVv dJ.QOOOO ["ONE 
183 It.O+22A2 BS 
-17S'0000 u 175.00000 NUNE 
184 l2 3+22A 1 BS NUNf 
185 L~3+22A2 ul 1'40NE 2d.OOOOO 180 ll6+23*1 tlS -0:>.00000 65.00000 t.UNf 
1b7 Zl o ... 2J*2 65 -115.000uu 17":J.OOOOU NONE 
188 l16"'17Al !:is 
-80.00001,/ 80.00000 r~ONE 
18~ Z16+17A2 BS -166.0000\1 166.00000 NONE 
190 115+1tH1 as -120.001.10\.1 l~I).OOOO{J NOJl;E 
191 ll,+lo*2 BS ·JO~.OOOOO J02.0000u NONE 
1"'2 T~PLANT as l.OOOou I,.OJl;E 1.00uuO 
193 t-'L.ll+3 uS 1.00uuu Nu/liE l.OOQUO 
1914 PLl3+<I us 1.0000u t,UNt: 1.00000 195 ~ZU.5 BS 1.QOOOO NONE 1.00000 196 PLI5+6 BS • 1.00000 NONE 1.00000 197 Plio.!:! BS 1.00000 NONE 1.00000 
t 198 ~L18+11 sS 1.000uu NONE 1.00000 19~ ~lli ... 13 BS 1.00vOu f'oONE 1.uvOOO 
200 PL.ll3+14 dS 1.0000U I~UN( 1.00000 201 PlI14+15 ~S 1.00000 NONE 1.00000 
202 PL.I15+18 as 1.00000 NONE 1.00000 
203 Pl1l8+19 BS 1.00000 
• NONE 1,00000 204 F'll18+20 BS 1.00000 l'4UNE 1.00uuO 20, PL116+23 BS 1.00000 /liOt-;E 1.00000 
206 t-'lI15+16 sS 1.0000u NONE 1.00000 io-t POl LL 12.28000 12.26000 1\01\1:: 
-0.4bOOO 20d fUi LL 3.9000v 3.90000 1\01\( 
-0.1+7000 
209 Pl.d LL 1.~90IJO 1.2"'000 I\(JI\E 
-0.19000 210 PDI+ Ll 2.0600u 2.060VO t\UI\1:. -O.SCoIOOO 
211 ?U5 LL 0.5~vOIJ O.~SOuCi t\(JI\( ·O.obOOU 21£ Pub LL lJ.920uo 0.'72000 1\ 01\£ ·0.3200u 
213 PU7 ~~ O.I20Ui) 
-0.64500 0.0(500 r>.Ol\t. 
214 PU8 lL 1.3300u 1 • .HOOO t\ Oi'£ -0.2bOOV 
215 FlU'" LL 0.23'+00 0.l:!3400 t'. 01\ ( ·0.19000 
216 ?u10 oS 0.d60U ·0.14100 0.u75uO 1\ LJI' t: 
217 POll LL 0.d4000 O.tl'+COO 1\0l\E 
-0.03000 
2113 ~U12 LL,. 0.56200 0.50200 1\ 01\ t:: -O.54001J 
21~ PDl3 LL 3.26ui.lO 3.i6000 t\01\£ -0.5'1000 220 PDll+ LL 0.'14000 0.94000 ~O"t: -0.26000 
221 ~()15 L.L 4 •. H OOu 4d1000 1\01\ E -o.~oOOO 
222 POl6 LL 0.65500 0.o~500 t\ 0,\1:. -0.04000 
223 PUll LL O.alSou 0.1,)7'500 f\OI\t:: 
-2.0S00U 
224 P016 LL 1.48000 1."tlOOO "01\( -3611.11111 
ORIGINAL MODEL 
/'{LJ(j:l ~£CTIUN 
"l.J..,~ft( i'lA~E STATU5 ACTiviTY !;)L.ACK ACTIViTY LUiltH LlMIT ut-'Ptt-( LiM!1 IJUA~ ACT.L~ITY 
21, PU19 LL 2.,duOv 2.21000 !\Ot\( 
-36110.30111 no t'D;::o Ll ~.L.lO (j U.\J O.lOoOO 1\01\[ 
·0.03000 227 PU21 LL 0.22500 0.22500 I\OI~ t 
-0·66000 22d ~U22 L.L 0.'4120\) 0.,,1200 1\0"1:: 
-0.'77000 229 1"'023 LL O.S600v 0.58000 iii 0" I:: -1.2600V 230 t-'~l 8S 10.'YovOO 6.5500u I-,UNE 17.S1uuO 231 P~2 ~s ~.d3000 1'4(JNE 
'.b30uO 232 P!;)3 t;lS 1.29U.Qu O.llOUO ~O~E 1.,+OOUO 
233 P54 as 2.9~OuO 0.51000 NONE J.50000 
234 PSs ~s 0,22000 NONf \;. aooo 
235 PS6 BS o.33QQ~_ • 1'40,..[ C.33aoo 236 P!;)tl fjS 1.92000 4.23000 NUNE o.150vO 
237 1"'~9 BS 0.01600 0.0~200 NONE C.07000 
238 1"':;1 t BS 1.142u\,/ 0.6780u NUNE. 1.t:lI:lOuO 
2H 1"'!;)12 85 0.260'00 I'\IONE ".~600() 
240 PS13 as 2.65000 . NUNE' ,.050uO 
2'+1 PS14 BS 0.9400(.) 0.13000 NONE 1.07000 
oIiIo 242 P::i15 BS 2.4500u 0.12000 NONE ".~7uOO CII 243 P!;)lo 85 0.34000 iliON£. ~.j4UOO 
24'4 PS1S ~S 0.f10vi,; NUNE: C.77ouO 
245 P:)19 BS 1.148001J NUNE 1.4tlOOO 
246 PS20 as 0.41300 0.0.000 r-cUNE 0.144000 
247 P:)21 as 0.17000 NUNE C.170uo 
248 PSl2 as 0.260(1) f';uNE ~.20000 
249 PS2) I:;S 0.230UO I'\IO,..E. u.23voO 
250 Pl+3 as -O.7200v 0.72000 f'lUNE 
251 P3.1 -as 
-0.72000 0.72000 i"UNE 
252 1"'3+4 (jS /"IUNE 
253 P'++J B5 f'lUNt. 
254 P4+~ BS -0. HOOv O.HOOO .~UNE 
2~5 P~+,+ 85 -0.l20vu J.72001J !'IUNE 
256 1"':;'6 UL i~ U r~ t Q.dOOU 
257 Po+S BS i~(J NE. 
258 P6+7A tiS NONE 
259 Po+8 8~ -0.13000 O.lJOOQ NUNE. 
260 Pd+o tiS -0.l200v 0.7~OOO f~Uf';E. 
261 t'I:!+9A tiS !'.UI"IE 
262 P9+10A l:3S 
-.'.-.. _ .. - NONE 
263 Pd.ll t3~ NONE 
26'+ Pll+1U f:lS ·0.411:100 0.41600 NONE 
20';) P2+13 ~S "1.54000 1.54000 NONE 
266 l" 13+2 ~S -2.1S00u it! ~OOv NUNE 
'Ud P13+14 liS NONE 
--'J).Ii.. __ ~LILtl.;t_. ___ ._ ... as.. ...... 
._.1. NONE 
269 P14+1S 8S NONE 
ORIGINAL MODEL 
k(]l'l!) HCTlON 
r-.uM8E~ NAME STATU~ ACTIVITY :)I..ACt( ACT! V 1 TV LOWt.k '-lMIT Uf'I"EH lIMl T UUAL ACT1VITY 
nu n~+l4 t;5 NIJl'Iif 
ill 1"'!5+10 UL NUNe.. 3tl10.4~111 ?72 f-18+19 1:;5 
-0,62000 O.()~OOu NUNE 
273 P20+21A t:!S -0.00500 0.66~OO NUNE 
274 t"1t)+20 t:!S NUNt:: 
275 P~O+22A ~S ·0.:>6dOIJ 0.50800 i"liUI'IIE 
276 t'23+22A 8S . I~ON£ 
277 P16+2J BS -0. HOuv ,0.37000 NO I'll E 
218 1"16+17A sS -0.64500 0.6~~00 NONE 
27~ 1"15+16 as ·0.61000 O.blOOO I\ONE 
* 
ORIGINAL MODEL 
L(;LUMNS SH T ION 
"lIM8t:R NAMt. STATuS AC1IV!TV l:'4f'UT CUST LUwtH LiMiT ul"pEk LiMIT HEUUCED COST 
2Cl'1 Il wf 1 'J 7~OO.OOOOO 1.00000 
290 12 ,..~ IV 7500.00000 1 .00000 
291 12SF Iv d3000.00000 1.00000 -69443.23600 2n 13wf I V 4700.00000 1.00000 -3603.1:19400 
293 I .. ,.. ~ IV 470U.000OO 1 .000vO 
29 .. 1 ~wr IV 4700.ClOOOO 1.00000 -d884.5680tJ 
295 r ~_,..f IV • 4700.00000 l.vOOOO 296 17Wf IV I.OOOuIJ ~000.00000 1.00000 2600.00000 297 l~wf IV 3000.00000 1 .00000 
~98 19wf tv 1.1>0(01) 1500.00000 1.00ouO 1499.95890 
299 Il0wF IV 1.00000 1:'00.00000 1.00(1)0 1500.00000 
300 I11AH IV 11100.00000 1.UOOOO 3587030303 
~9_L __ !!ljH L_ 
--- -~y-- J_ 24500.00000 I.OOuOO . 
302 II1CTF IV 32400.00000 1.00000 5220,28017 
30] 1 U",F' Iv it700.00000 1.000UO 4698.1+6600 
304 114,.F IV • 4100.00000 1.00000 305 115wf IV 1.OOOOv 4700.0000U l.OOOUO 4699.32400 
306 I18wF IV 2.000vO 2600.00000 2.00000 
301' Il+3A IV 1.g00vu l~oo.ooOOO 1.00IJOO 1200.00000 
.a:a. 308 11+36 IV 1700.0000u 1.00uOO 1700.00000 
-....I 
309 I.h4A IV 1700.00000 1.00000 903.82000 
310 13+4H IV 2200.00000 1.000uO 929.)0000 
311 14+5A Iv 1.00000 (00.00000 1.00000 700.00000 
!It' 14 ... 56 IV 1100.0000u 1.000vO 1100.00000 
313 IS+6A IV 1500.000vu 1.001)00 -.2415015120 
314 1~+6B Iv 2100.00000 1.00000 -5280.2t1350 
315 16+7A IV 2100.00000 1.00000 
316 H+t)A 1 V 1.OOOvo 700.00000 1.001)uO 700.00000 
31 7 16+88 Iv 1100.00000 1.00uOO 1100.00000 
3lt Id+'iA IV 4300.0000u 1.00vOO 
3H 19+10A Iv 2400.00000 1.00000 
320 18+11A IV 4~00.OOOOO 1.00000 4500.0000u 
321 18+118 IV 6300.00000 1.00000 6300.0UOOO 
322 Ill+1iA IV 1.00000 4,,00.0000u 1.00uOO 4iOO.00000 
323 12+13A - IV 1.00000 4000.0000U 1.00000 4000.00000 
324 12+13b I V 4800.000uo 1.00vuO 4bOO.OOOOO 
325 .Il3+1itA IV 1500.00000 ,.00OvO 18it.9787, )16--11 3 + ~--Iv-- ------ ifoo.oooOO 1.00000 
327 L14+UA IV 3600.0000u 1.0UOuO 717.33333 
328 1141'158 IV "000.00000 1.00vOO 
li/'il 1 b+l~A Iv b~OO.OOOOO 1.OO~OO 1289.tJ3ts611 
330 115+1813 Iv • ts300.0000U 1.00000 
____ ~_~LjJo_~ _____ lX_ 
__ J_~9~OOu _ 4~9_0. 0 Q OOJJ _. 1.00000 "200.00000 
332 l1tt+19B IV • 5"00.00000 1.00000 5400.00000 333 120+21A I V 1.000(1) 3100.0000U 1.00000 3100,00000 
334 Ila+20A IV t»OOO.OOOOO 1.00(J00 6000.00000 
335 Il/:i+208 IV 8400.00000 1.00000 8400.0000U 
ORIGINAL MODEL 
I. C. L o.J .... :~::> ~t. C f 1 Ul" 
:-'l.MHER 1'11\1-11:.. ::>TATu~ ACfiVITY 1 :~Pu T CU~T LLJ ... t.k LhdT ur'PEIi L.l~d I KtI.JUCt.Li ('GSI 
336 I <::!u+22A I V 1.000uo 4uOO.OOOOu 1.OOUu0 '4000.00000 33/ U3+22A I V 4;'OO.OUOuu 1.OU{)uo 3311 110+236, I v 1. JOU0v '4UOO.I)OOUu 1.00v1.l0 "OOO.OvOOu 339 110+23d 1 V ~IOO.OOOlH .. 1.OOvUO 5700.00000 34U 116+17A !oJ 1.uOuv\,/ 4:.>00.000VI.i j..OOIJUU ,+~OO.OOOOI.i 
341 I b+ 16A 1 V ;;OO.ooouu 1.000uO ;300.00000 342 I1:>+16,j IV 1.J000\,/ '+000.0000u 1.00000 4600.00000 343 X 1w 1 LL 4/.6000U 236'4.000uu 12 • .:14000 34'4 xlVl2 LL . 47.60000 '4727.00000 12.0000u 345 X;i! ... 1 as 77d.OOOou 34.1000u E74.000UO 
346 X "'" 2 t;S ~23.00uuv 34.1000u 174';.000VO 347 X.3wl UL Id8.uOOOu 1~.90000 It\c.OOOUO 
-26. 3 7000 348 X.:Iti~ tlS L61.0000U Id.9UOuu 37e.OUvuO 3,+9 X4 f'/1 ~s 3:>.JOOOIJ ';'i.4",00U 
.,4i...00U0U 
3~1) x4(j2 LL ';)'1. 4 2000 4/:iC.OO0uO 52.d2uuu 351 xd"'1 LL 2';).60000 431.00uuO 22.00uoo 3~2 Xd w2 LL 2:.>.6600u d74.000UO n.66000 
~ • 353 X~v.1 LL 16.91000 lC .000uo A 3514 X9\'j2 LL 1d.'1100u 1".U0000 
JS" x13wl tj~ 19~.(JOOu\.l 45.92000 24~.OOOOO 
356 x131'l2 bS 140.000uu 4:>.920uu 49(;,Ul)OUO 
357 )(14.-;1 fJ~ 4d.OOUO(; 25.66000 10:::.OOOvO 
358 X14N2 8S 37.0000(; 25.eooOO 211J.OOOOO 
359 xlS..,1 tj~ 1~.0000iJ 2:J.6600o '221.00000 
360 xl~.-;2 IjS 7'1.oooou 25.600uu 4~'4.000uO 
361 xIow1 UL 40.00000 17.2200v 4t.00uuU -4601100U 
30~ xlbw2 UL 90.000vo 17.2200(,) 9\..00U00 -4tj.c~00U 
3td x2hl 8S 21.0000v 28.1~OOv 2J.OOOOO 
364 )(.:I1N2 t;~ 26.0000u 2d.1"'0()0 4~.UOOUO j65 x 11'1 r" 1 LL 4/.ouoo\.l 87S.00000 Ud400U 
360 X 1 wI' 2 LL 47.600uv 1750.000vu 10.~837" 
A. 367 x2wF1 LL 3'+.100v\.l 875.000 v o 
368 X 2 YoI' 2 LL 3'+.1000u 1750.000UO l+.i8J71:1 
JOIl x2S1 UL 787.00000 6.600uu 787.000uO 
-27.5000U 
3/0 X2::;2 UL 1~75.00000 b.6000v 157:;.0000u 
-27. SOOOO 
371 x 2!:lr 1 as 6.0.UOOO 470u.OOOOO 
372 X2~r 2 tiS 6.0000U 157';.000vo 
313 x J I'tt- 1 I:!~ Id.l}lOOO :ns.OO(;vO 
374 x3wF2 LL 1d.9100v 630.000uo O.OIOOU 
37') X4l'1t-l B~ ')9.4200(,) 315.00000 
316 Xii wf·2 LL 5-J.4200U 630.000UO 60.21780 
371 }("~"1 UL ~34.000uu 0.60000 234.00UUO -52.tl2000 
He: X~!:l-2 B!:l ~49.uOUOv o,ou()Ov 40".UI)()v0 
37'1 X::>VI~-l I1S 25.06000 315.01.l0uu 
38() )(':>Nt-2 LL 25.obOOO 630. ()OOOO 7.0bOO(; 
ORIGINAL MODEL 
COL.UMI'i~ ~E(;rlUN 
"uMBER i'; A."1t. ::dATU~ AClldl'Y INt>uT CU!:iT LOI'lt.~ l!MIT uPr>fH LiMll RU)uctD COsr 
:3 ~ 1 0::>-1 UL .1\),OOUVlI e,ol.lOUli 3~.OOJO() -6~.1800v 382 XS~-2 UL 5'Y,OOOOU 0.60000 ~."O()UUU "12,0000u 383 )( 0 rl ~ -1 Ll 2j.~7000 31S.0JOJO 14.7900U 
38'1 J(6wf-t!. LL t!.J.9fOUO 630,Ouu1.lO 2 0 .6290 iJ 3B~ l(o~-l UL 4o.UCiUOU 6.eOOUU 4(:.00\)00 
-2.5800u 
,HlO Xo~-2 UL 63.000uv e.6000U 6.:,UOUUO 
-4.t!.00OU 387 .0,.;:-1 ~S lO.OOUOu Ib.91001.1 88,1.1001.10 
388 X71'1~-2 b!:l l~.OOOOO lb.lilOOO 175.000JU 
.389 X8(1t-1 LL 25.00000 175.0000v 22.06000 390 Xd",F-l LL . 2~.60000 350.00ll00 32.4j;~46'+ 
3'11 )(t:lS-l bS 164.00001.1 3.000UO 39~.OOUOO 
392 }(tl:,,-2 HS Id~.OOOOO 3.000QO 351.i.lIOuOO 
3'13 X'1l'1r-1 ~S n. QOOOu 1d.9100U 26.000uu 
3yu A'Ywf-2 i;S t!.6.000uu 18.91000 52.00uuO 
395 ,dOWF-l 8S 7.00000 18.910uv 2().OOOuu 
30;6 '(lOwr-2 bS 8.00000 1tl.91000 52.000 v O 
3'17 X11TA-l L.L 61.40001.1 7.,.0001,10 5/:j."OI,lOU ~ 3'1tl )(!lTA-2 LL 8J.tlOOVu 15/.00iJVO 128.6')14~ 
399 xllT~-l LL 56.9000u ?l C .(jUUJO 53.'10000 
4UO X11T8-2 Ll 6d,500UO S 1.::. (JOOUO 113d~1'lS 
401 .XllTC-l LL 52.bOOOO i:'tl~.O(JOvO 49.I:lUOOU 
402 XlITC-2 LL 63.6001.)0 ~6t.OOOIJO lO8.'15li+~ 
403 X11~"1 bS '17.000vIJ 3.01,1001,1 24::.0()OOO 
404 x11::'-2 BS <;'4.0000U 3.0000u '19(';.000\)0 
40~ Xl2:"-l UL j~.OOOUU 0.600Qu 3~.OOoUO -47.8300U 
406 x14~~·.:: jjS 60.000uO 0.00000 7e.vOouo 
A 407 X13v;f-l LL 45.92000 315.00000 
40t; x13wf-,2 bS 4'.'UOoo 6'10.00uIJ0 
'+09 X1J!;)-1 uL 11~.OOOuO 0,60000 11..::.001,11,11,1 
-39di:OOu 
410 ~1.~:"-2 UL 224,000uu 6.60UOO 2i<4.00u\JO 
- 39 d200\) 
A 411 X14,.,F-l LL 25.660ul.I 315.uCvuO 
41(: X14WF-2 LL 25.oo00v 630.000u(J 7.45924 
413 X14S-1 UL 3'1.00000 o.oOOuu 3'1.00000 "19.06000 
414 X14!:1-~ UL 71::1.00001.1 0.60000 7c.OOOOO 
-19.06000 
41'S XlS,.,F-l 1:l5 .,15.uOuOO 2'.06000 315.00uuO 
A 416 X1S",F-2 LL 25.660uU 630.0C1Ovo 
'11 7 xl')!;)-l UL d<;.OOOOv 6.60001.1 11'1.001.1(.)0 "19.06000 
418 xl'5~-2 U.L. ,3b,OOOu(J 6.6000U 2jt.oOuOO "19.1,)6000 
419 xlswr-1 as 3'1.00000 29.04001,1 176.000uo 
420 l(l/:jIo,F-2 LL . ;i:9.04000 350.000UO 22.'14000 
lid xlo~-l UL !U5.JOOuU 6.60000 10:::.00000 "2£.444000 
'In xlfl!:l-t! bS 'ill.OOvvu 6.60000 cll).OOOI.iO 
4,' 3 ",1'1:-'-1 UL ~llO.00U()1.I 6.600UU 20".OOlJvO "41.o~OOI,) 
424 X19:i-~ tiS ~'lIO.0000u 6.60000 1100.0001.1(,) 
425 }(20~"1 bS 23.voOOO 3.00UOU 61::.00000 
ORIGINAL MODEL 
l G L uMI~:; ~t.CT IG~ 
f\uMBt::" l'AMt:: ~TATU;) AC 1l'1l Ty iNPUT CU~T LUwt:. H Ll~ll UI"PER LiMll RE.UUCE,U CUS I 
426 )(C:O~-2 H~ 1:>.00000 J.ooouu li:'Il.OOOuO 
4U ~~2~-1 UL 3~.vOOUO b.oOOOU 3:::.00uv() 
-90.()20QU 425 )(2(~"~ 8S .. 6.000Uu 6.oiJOOU 7C.OOOOO 
42Y X23~"1 UL 32.000vO 6.60000 3i.OOOuO -121tl~OOO 430 x2J~-7. HS ~o.vOOVO 0.6000u 6~.OOOOO 
431 .::1.,,-1 LL 10.8:>000 7COO.00000 20.01000 432 /.1·2-2 LL 1Y.2bOOU 7COv.OOOuO 20.76000 433 L2+1-1 BS liU1.o,JOUUU 1.1000U 700e.00ouo 
434 U·1-2 BS 1J12.00000 1.50000 7000.000uo 
43') 1l+3-1 t:jS 53.0uOOO 1u.01000 16'1.000UO 
436 l1.3"~ LL 12.0900u j2 r;. UOOOO 2t:l.79000 437 L3+1-1 LL 2S.51dOOU 104.00000 3!:>.59000 
43tl U+1-2 LL JO.6000V 3t>.;.000OO 1J.9bOOO 
1.139 lj+~-1 LL ~l.O:)Ouv 26".000UO 30.~OOOiJ 
440 L3+~-2 LL 5J.710uu 52~.OOOIJO 60.07000 441 £4.3-1 LL 7.1600U 26e.oooao 21.31000 
442 Z4+3-2 !jS 9.8dOOu ,"';.00000 
443 Z4+5-1 BS 21.0000u ~.36000 16'1.00000 
444 L4+S-t:: t:j~ 1.oOulJu 12.00000 3.::>".00vvO 
til 445 L'::>+4+-1 LL 43.12000 16'4.0COOO 52.1+800v 
= 446 ,:)104-2 LL 4':>.76000 3t.,.00000 ":I7.76vOU 447 l~+b-1 LL 14.6000U 16'4.0()OOO 74.20000 
448 Z5+6"2 LL ld.94000 32.,.00uuo 26.74000 
44)1 l6+,-l B5 1'+.60000 10'4.00000 
4:'0 ZO+5-2 LL , 10. -14000 32'Y'U("v00 11.I40QU 
451 LO+7-l LL 56.5-1000 o1.00uvO 46.8c>00U 
452 lta7-2 LL 56.5~00O 17-;.00uuO 60.4800U 
453 L6+l:l-1 LL 11:1.1:14000 10'l.00uuO 25.u200V 
454 LIH(;l-2 LL 20,1+6000 32.,.00UvO 2t\.26000 
4';';) USi'6-1 I;S 40.00000 o.ldOOU lo~.U()OVv 
456 L!:l+6-2 BS 35.00000 7.800UV 3l'i.OOu00 
457 LtI+9-1 LL Yb.92000 /:il.00000 81.01000 
4:'5 L()+Y-2 LL lld.3200U 17::.vOOOO 12().~8143 
459 ZY+10-1 LL 82.5700u /j7.00000 82.5700U 
'IbO l'f+10-2 LL 1 O~ .3200u 17'.UOU00 119.0342Y 
461 lc3+11-1 LL 45.6500u 16'1.00UOO 45.05000 
062 LO+11-2 LL 57.tl80uu 32".00iJ00 57.d800iJ 
4~d lll+12-1 as 10.000uo 51.43000 bl.ao000 
'104 £11+12-2 LL 63.bUOc/0 17';.00000 60.00000 
465 U·13-l LL 12.17000 30v.uOOVO 0.3500U 
466 U+13-2 LL 1?£46000 Ul.00000 3,04000 
467 l13+2-1 LL 17.2JOOO 3b~.OOOiJO 29.05000 
4 td L13+2-2 LL 20.520uv 7l-'1.UOUUO 32.J400U 
469 Llh14"1 lL 14.46000 lo~.OOOUO 34.f2000 
470 LIJ+14"2 LL 17.,;)400V .!i-,.()OuUO 44.l1;S29tl 
ORIGINAL MODEL 
., ",.~ ~ It'< ,A>o\l ':dATU'::' A ell V I r '( l'~PuT cuST lO"tR L 1 M 1 r vr'f-t-:~ LlMLl tH.uuCEO CO~T 
I! 7 1 £1 1.+1j"1 LL j4.7~OUu lOl4.0uuuu 14.14bOOO ,d~ L' .. +13-t! I..L 3 7 .dOUuu ~2",(;O.;vO 17.':>4(01) 473 Ll<++1:>-1 Ll 1i.l2000 26.::.UlvuO It!.iiOOO 41 <+ n4+1~·2 LL 1~ ... 70()U '5t~.vO..JvO 28.23190 47,:; Ll~+l"'-l LL Uol200v 2o.:.·vOOI.i0 Ib 12000 476 i1')+14-2 LL 1<1.4700U 'i~:;.OCvl.iU 19.",700U 477 Lh+1Cl-1 LL 30.31000 ;;0.::.000 v O 3t!d300U 4'0 Ll:;,+1C) w 2 LL bO.dc)Ouu 52:;·00000 80.'JIb37u 47-.; ll!:!+1~-1 bS 6.001.lvl.i 1'1.4':>000 26.::.00000 
4tsu L18+1"-2 LL 22.9100u 525.00000 2t!.91000 
4tH UO·21-1 LL 63.3601.10 I:Jt.oooou 31:!.1700u 
4t32 £0::0+21-2 Ll 7:>.6300U 17,;.0CuuO 50.44000 483 L18+20-1 LL 117.2dO\.iv 16 ... 000UU 143d20()u 
11811 Lld+2U-2 LL 14 ... 71001.1 32"1.UOOuu 14tldlOOV 405 ao+n-l t:l5 4.\.lOOOI,) 94.42000 dl.OOUuO 
486 UU.U-2 LL 110.29000 17:.00000 106.69000 4 !:!7 L23+22-1 LL 101.71000 87.00000 132.07000 48d £0::3.2£-2 lL 121oliOOo 1 7-;.000uo 149012000 469 Ll~+23·1 bS 1.'t..OOuUI.i 64.'+~00O 1el4.utlv..JQ 
<.II 49v Llo+2j-2 LL . 88.7600U 3 l ., • 0 (d) 0 0 1'17.67000 
"'"'" 
491 i.l6+17-1 b!l 7.000uu 140.00000 /j/.OOOuO 
4'12 l16+17-2 HS 9.0000u 17!;).OJOO(.l 17~.vOOOO 
493 115+16-1 BS 44.00000 37.6700u 10'l.00vvO 
4<;14 Ll':>+1t.-2 t;5 27.0000u 39.85000 3;2"1.OOvJO 
4Cj~ r-t::.l tjS 100'16000 0.4dOOu 11.5<!OUO 
496 Pt::2 Ul 5.dJOOO 0.34000 ~.d3000 -0.,300\.1 
497 PEl as 1.29000 0.19000 1.'+0000 
498 Pt..4 !:is 2 • .,-.;OvO O.5~OOO .:.~OvOO 
499 Pt::5 Ul 0.22000 0.2bOOO ~.t:t:uOO 
-O.4200u 
500 1"1:.6 UL O.';JOuu O.t!40UV ~.J30uU -U.OSOO\') 
501 r't!j bS 1.<120vO 0.26000 0.1,)UvO 
502 ~E9 BS O.OldOI,l O.l"OOu 1..07000 
503 P1l1 tiS 1014'::Ov 0.03000 1.1:l2000 
504 PEl2 UL 0.2bOvU O.0700 v ~.c::6000 -0.47000 
505 ~t::.l J UL 2.65000 0.4600u .::.05000 -O.lJOQU 
50b Pt.l4 t:i!l 0.,,400v 0.i6000 1.07000 
507 ~U~ 135 t!.'1':>OOv 0.2600(.1 ,.00000 
501:! 1-'£16 UL 0.34001.1 O.1fOOv l.l.j40vO -0.47000 
509 PUB UL 0.7700i) 0.2"00U \.i.nO!)O -3610.1:!2111 
~10 I"d ~ UL 1.4000U 0.0700U 1.46000 -3611.23111 
511 PE20 i:1S U ... 1JOU 0.03000 ~.'+'1000 
O;U t"td UL. U.llul.Ju iJ.l.dQOu ~.17uuO -U.JoOOIJ 
Slj pf.;a Ul ().~60Uv 0.U700U 0.160vO -0.'1000U 
514 PtiJ UL, 0.23001,) O.OlOOU C.t:30UO -l.t!iOQO 
515 FL1+2 LL O.1.,OOU 3~.OOO()O 0.20000 
ORIGINAL MODEL 
'ULU~i'j~ ;>£,CTIOfli 
!l;v .... 8Ei( NAMt. SrA1U~ AC I iv I TY J.r~l'"uT CLJ::>l LO"tk LudT ul"'Ptl"< LLr.4J.T 1'H:.UlJC Eli C U~ r 
516 I"'l2+1 tjS 1.j20Uu O.olOvu ji,j.OOOvO 517 PL1'1'3 LL U.1JOIJu L.j'jUU0 0 • .3<10uv A Slc; Pll+l LL 0.2-;00V J..3,Ovv 
'519 Pl3+4 LL O.Sloou £.15000 OollOOO 520 PII.I+3 LL 0.07000 £.150UO 0.1017000 521 Pl4+'; tj~ O.J3ovu 0.0'1000 1.350UO 
sa Pl,+4 LL 0.43000 1.3':Juvo 0.:>2000 523 P l ';)+6 LL o 01 ~OOO l·j5CJuO 0. 72000 524 PI6+S 8!:i U.1SOOO 1.350uO 525 I"'Lo+7 LL 0 • .,700u 1l.72000 0.b900u 526 Pl6+8 LL 0.1'1000 1.3')000 O.2500v 527 PL8+6 85 0.59000 0.06000 1.35000 528 PL8+9 LL V.9700u \.1.72000 1.04000 529 Pl9+10 LL u.~3000 C.7200u 1·()~000 530 I'lLtHll LL 0.46000 1.35000 0.()900V 531 ~Zl1+12 BS O.JOiOO O.SlOOV (,.72000 
532 PZ2+13 8S a.olOOv O.l~OOO ;'.'16000 
(/I 533 PL13+2 LL 0.17000 i.960UO 0.29000 W 534 1"£13+14 LL u.l"OOV 1.350UO O.4duou 535 PZ14+13 LL 0.3:>001.) 1.350uO 0.02000 536 PL14+1S LL 0.1200V i.15000 0.1200V 537 toll15+14 LL 0.12000 .: al5000 0.12000 536 P115+18 t;S 0.36000 ~ .15000 
539 PLlI:I+l~ dS O.7300u 0019000 4i el 5000 
540 ~l?O"'21 t;S 0.1l55vo O.630UU u.72vOO 
541 Pl18+2J LL 1.1700U J..35UOO 3612.25111 542 tJL20+22 8S 0.15200 0.94000 ';.12000 
543 PZ23+22 LL 1.02000 iJ.720uO 1033000 54 ... PL10+23 BS O.3500u 0.6400U 1.35000 
545 PL.,o+17 BS O.075vo 1.41000 O.720uO 
51016 Pl15+16 BS O.'400U O.380uo 1. j50vO 
Appendix C 
MXINT Solution to Water Supply Model-Revision 2 




HC ... S ~£CTION 
J\vMdl:.~ NAME: STATu!:! A\,.TlvITY !:!LACK ACTIvITY LO .... t.H LiMIT ur'PfR L1Mlr iJUAL ACTIViTY 
1 Ot1JI:.CT tjS 1'l04~4.7~~'I( ·1'lO'l9'1.7~5'17 [\jUNE 1\01\£ 1.00000 2 ul-1 LL 114tl.OOUUO 11 48.00000 J\ 0,,£ 
-3S.i6000 j 01-2 LL lJl~.OO()uiJ 1312.00000 I\UI\£ 
-35.60000 4 02-1 LL j64.00000 3'>'1.00000 t\ 0" t:: -34.1000U 
5 u2-2 LL 4Bo.ouooO 486.00000 J\ 0 I~ I:. 
-3'1.1000(.; 6 Ulj-l Ll j04.00QvO J04.00000 t\UI\E 
-45.'12000 7 013-£ LL J()4.00000 36'1.u0000 fl.Ot\£ -4~.'II2000 8 U14-1 LL or.I)OOOO 87.00000 to. 0,,£ 
-25.66000 9 01'1-2 LL 115.00000 115.00000 "O~£ -25,06000 10 UJ.~-l LL .. 02.00000 402.uOOOO "01\£ -25.60000 
11 u15-? LL 290.uOOoo ~90.uOOOO "(j,' t. -25.60000 It' 010-1 LL 61.000uO 01.00000 1-.01\£ 
-03d300u 13 010-2 LL 108.00000 lOd.OOOOU t\OI\£ 
-65.,1000 
14 017-1 LL 7.00001,) 7.00000 1\0"£ -203.3jOOO 
15 017"2 LL 9.00000 9.00000 1-.01\£ 
-24 0 .::14000 10 U18-1 LL 131:1.00000 138.00000 "01\£ -29.04000 17 ()1d-Z LL 91.00uOu 91.00000 1\01\£ 
-6.00000 
til 16 U19-1 LL ~Oo.OOuUO t06.ClOOOO 1'101\£ -48.~1j00U 
.f;I. 19 Jly"2 LL 2~0.OOOOu ~vO.uOUOO t\UI' £ 
-6.00000 
20 020-1 LL 19.0000u 19.00000 t-.Ol\£ -3.00000 
21 ()20-2 LL 25.00000 25.00000 t\(;"£ -3.00000 
2<:: D;n -1 LL d .00000 21.00000 t\ OM. -28.19000 
;n u«n-2 LL "8. u0000 28.00000 1\01\£ 
-28.1900v 
2'+ 1)2C!-1 LL 39.00uuO 3-;.()oOOO "U/\t -97.42000 
25 JC!2-2 LL '16.000uO 46.00000 1\ 0'\£ -6.00000 
26 02.;-1 LL ~4.00000 54.00000 " 01\£ -127.78000 
U l)~j·2 LL 40.000Uu 46.UOOOO 11.0"£ -0.0000\) 
2tl ~ \'11-1 tiS 2 J64. uOO(Ju f~ LJ,.. t. 230'1.00\.100 
~9 ~f'j1-2 tj~ 4727.0000\.1 ''1(jf';E 4121.00000 jO ~ n l-1 HS 725.00000 149.0000u 
"l1"'E fl7 ... uOOOO 
31 FWi-2 tjS UJ.OOOOO 1~26.000uO ,,0 N f U4".0001,/0 
32 1"1'/1.3-1 IjS 192.0000u 53.00000 i~ LJ f'; t:: 24:J.GUu(;0 3j Fl'i13-2 IjS l40.0000u ';50.0000u i.UI'wE 49~.OOOOO 
34 Fril'l-l 8S '18.00000 57.0000U NON£ 10'::.uU(;OO 
.b F .~ 14"" t3S J7.00JOv 173.00000 f';Llr..£ 21C.vJuvO 
j6 trd ';) .. 1 135 ~27.000(J\J NOII.£ 221.00UOO 
37 '"Wl~-2 dS 7'7.00000 j7~.000OO I';Ui"I[ 4'J>4.0\.)vvO 
3d I-"ilo"1 t3~ '10.\.10000 f';ONE 4c.OOvOO 
H .... db-" US '10.000UU NU!\j~ 9~.0()vlJO 
.. 0 F' ,~n-l liS ~l.uoOOo ~.OOuou ,,,ONE ~ j .v t)\J J a 
" 1 f"'n-t b~ t!d.OOUOu i7.00VOli !~ (j,.. E. LI::.uDQOU 
'42 F~i-l 85 (of.oOOOO I';ONE 7bl.OOOuO 
43 ~~l-2 dS 1';)7~.ouJ\J1J f';UI\lt. 157:.0;uI.lU 
44 F~13"1 tiS lli.uuOVi,l l\uNE llc::.lJOUUQ 
REV 2 
r<u,,;;, ~t.C r 1 (j f~ 
\WMtJtt~ "4AM£ STATU;) ACTiVITY ;)L, ALII. AlT1VIly LOl'liH LlMiT vt'Pt:.H Ll~J.T uUAL AL Tl VI Tl' 
4:J r"~1j-2. d~ t!24.00uvU fl;Or-.E i.c''l.v-)OUO 4 t; ~ ;;, 14-1 BS 39.00IJUO NU~E 3'1.01)000 
47 F~14-t: !j~ 7d.iJOUOU '~UNE 7e.00<JuO 
tid F~l'-l t:lS 119.00000 f>40r....E 11'1.000(')0 
4<1 F~l'-c: tlS <:::jO.OOOO(J fl;ONE 23c.OOOUO 
'5U r;:;ltl- 1 t:j:) 105.000v(') ~Ufl;E 10~.OOOU0 
')1 F;)l13-~ ti~ -,11.001.100 l1;1.0000v fl;ON[ 21".0UOuO 
')2 ~;)J."-l BS 4:!OO.UOOOv f\,ONE 200.000uO 53 fS19-Z 1:35 ,,90.00001.) dIO.OOOOO i'iONE 1l0i.i.uoOuO 54 F~20-1 B~ ;l3.0000v 37.00000 I~ONE 6":;.OOvOO 55 ~;)20-2 t3S 2~.OOOOO 9~.00OOv NOt>;E 12~.000uO 56 F~'2"1 BS 35.00000 NUt>;E 30;.000uO 57 f~22-' b~ 46.000(,)0 24.00000 I~Ofl;E 7':".uOvuO 
58 FSt3-1 ~5 32.000Uv NUNE 3.:.00000 59 F.);?j-2 tjS 4c>.QOOvu 18.00000 f';ONE. 6".UUOuO 
60 f~2f-l UL :~U!';E 2(.'0000 61 f:)2f-2 UL I\IUNE 27.50000 6~ t ... llf"l t;S !'lONE 
(II 63 Fi-jlF-t! uL f>40NE 11.2837'+ (II 64 rn2f"1 tj~ !'lUNE 
6S ~'W;2t -~ UL NUNE II.2t:i37d 
66 Fl'4i3F-1 tiS r~ONE 
67 Fn13F-2 tiS NUr~t. 
68 fW14F-l as !l4UN[ 
6-,1 Fn14F-2 UL i~UI\IE 7.11592'+ 
70 i-"15F-l H5 
-d5.00000 ;:::1':>.00000 ~ONE 
11 F"l':;)f-~ tj~ 
-o30.QOOCu 030.00000 ~ONt. 
7".(. Ffd{jF-l t;S 
-lJ7.00000 137 • 00000 !';ONE 
73 Frl1dF-2 85 
-350.000vo J50.00000 I\ION£ 
714 Z2~13*1 t:l~ -i.6t'.OOOiJO t!62.0000u NONE 
7<:> l2~13*2 tjS -S25.0000u 52~.OOOOu f\/UNE 
16 L13~2*1 BS 
-i.62.000vu 4:!62.000uu i"liM: 
17 ll3&2*2 t3S -525.00000 52'.00000 NUNE 
78 L13&14*1 85 l~uNE 
79 Z13U4*2 UL (\IUNf 6 038~98 
80 l1,,&13*1 b~ (\IUNE 
81 l14&lj*? BS l'4UNE 
di. ll"&15*1 as I~ONE 
83 L1"U'::>*2 kj5 I~UNE 
814 Z15U4*1 l:3S NOt-;£ 
tiS Zb&lll*2 as NUNE 
136 ,1,Uo*1 uS I'IUNE 
87 L15t1.11j*2 bS NONE 
8t! ila&l~d bS -l.,d.OOOiJU 158.00000 l'4U",[ 
13'; Lld&lY*~ 65 -j29.00000 32;1.00000 [\jUNE 
REV 2 
~l"'~ :)t.C7101\j 
fl.l!MBlf< ,';A,"\t. ~TATI.J;' AcTiviTY .::iL. A(.;t<. ACTlv In LU"t.H UMIT uPPtH L ! IIA ! 1 uuAL ACTlvITY 
90 UU&21Al bS -tl7. vOuuu bf.uOOuv ,'lUNE 
~l UUIl.21A~ I::lS 
-!7'.OCiVOiJ 17:>.Ouoov NUNE. 
91. L1b&2()*1 I::lS I';Ui'lt:. 
93 Lloll.2v*2 dS I~UNE 
9" UO&22A1 bS -b3.0000u 83.0uOoo ;'4UNE 
9~ L'::U&22A2 bS -17:>.oOOOu 17'j.0000O NUNE 
';6 U.H,t2Al ~S I~UI';E. 
r.;7 l~j1l.UA2 UL I~OI'4t:: 28.00000 98 L16i1.?3*1 BS -6~,OOOU\.l 6'j,00000 NUNt 
99 Llo!!.2j*? 1:1:' 
-17'.uoOOu 17';).0000\.1 NONE 
100 llo&1fAl I:lS -bO,OOOOu 80,OOOOu NUNE. 
101 Ll6!!.11At: I:l~ -106.000uO 166.0000u NOf'<E 
102 .::151\.16*1 bS -1c:!0.00OOu 120.00000 i'<Uf'<[ 
10:, L1':>&10*2 I1S -302.00000 ';00:1.000uu 'GNE 104 Pi12&13 I::lS 1.00000 NONE 1.vO<.lUO 
10~ PLl1.3t:.14 BS 1.00000 I~ONE 1.00uOO 
106 r-Lll4&1':l 8S 1.0000\.1 I'IONE. 1.000<.10 
luf PLll'51l.18 tJ~ 1.00000 NUNE 1.0,JOu0 
10d I"'L!18&19 tiS 1.00uuv i~UN[ 1 .0')01.10 (II lO~ t'Li18/k2iJ ~S 1.000uv l'IUf'<E 1.ld)UUO 0\ 
1 1 U Pll16&23 ~s 1.ouQOv 1'<01'4£ 1.00000 
111 f'LI151U6 t:3S 1.000uu NUNE 1.00000 
1 12 POl LL 12.280Uu 12'''tiCOO fl.01\£ ·0.48000 113 I"'LJ2 LL 3d00uu j.90lJOO "-Ol\t 
-u.'1700U 1 1 'I PU13 LL 3.200UU 3.,,6000 1\01\ t 
-0.'900v 1 1 :5 PU14 LL O.~40VU 0.940i,l0 :\ UI'~ -O."bOOO 
110 PUlS LL 1.1.31000 4.31000 [\UI\ l 
-0.26000 117 PUlt; LL 0.6~')OO 0.65500 [\0
'
\ l 
-o.oI.lOOU 1 18 t'Ull LL 0.07500 0.u'500 I\U·\t -2.0~000 119 r':)lo LL 1.4800U 1 ... be 00 \ U;\ I:. 
-3611011111 
120 ?i)19 LL ~.21vOv 2.21OU0 r'\LJi\t 
-';611dOl11 
121 I"'J2u LL 0.206U0 0.20600 f\ 0 1\ t:. 
-0.03000 
122 ~u21 LL O •• !!2Suo o. a500 IliOi\t::, 
-0.b6000 
U3 1"'022 LL 0.41,,00 0.41200 "Of'o[ 
-0.97000 
124 PU23 LL O.5tsOvu 0.,8000 f\ 01\ E 
-1.,6000 
125 P.)l ~s 10.-iouOu o.')::iOOO ;~ (; I'< [ !f,'lOvO 
126 P;'2 BS ".83000 NUNf :::.030UO 
127 P~13 tj$ 2.0'00u NUI';E .:.0'5000 
128 P~ll.l as 0,9400v O.1300U 1'401';E, ~.OlOOO 
1(19 P~lS 8S i.450vu O.lc:!Ouu NOI';E .:.~'OuO 
13u 1"'::>16 SS 0,34001,1 I'<ONt:.: .;.34000 
1 31 P~ld 8S 0.170Uu r-;Ol'.E v.'70JO 
132 P~l'1 8S 1.480Uu . NUNE 1.£+dOOO 
13 j 1':)20 tj:) u.413vu o.o27()u I"UN!: '; ... 4000 
1 34 1"'~21 1:'5 Ool700u NOr~E C.lIUiJO 
hC ... .., ~E.l: i 1 UI~ REV 2 
f\liMfolEI'( NAMt. 5TATUS Acrl"lfY ~LACK An 1 vi TY LOI'lt.t'I LIMIT l..~Pt:.R LhdT UUAL ACTJ.dTY 
13') p::'>a tjS 0.260Uv I~UN£ 1...2()uuu 1 3 t.J ?;)~j tiS U.23()vU IIIUN[ 
.... 0?3uv{) 137 ";"&13 !::l~ "1.'~U()v 1.~40UV NONE. 136 tllJd,? bS "~.lS00\) 2 el ~OOU !'tUM. 13"1 P13&14 ~s I~Or-.E. 14{) P14&13 Ij~ iliUM. 
11.1 1 1"11.16.1:) t:j~ fIION[ 14~ r"1~&14 85 IIIUi'4E 143 P15!l.ld uL 
• I"ONE 3blO.49111 1'14 Pltl&H tiS -O.6200\) 0.62000 NUNE 145 PiU&21A e~ -0.66')Ou 0.66500 ",UNE 14t.J Pltld.20 t3S NUNE 147 Pt{)&?t?A 8S ·O.56dOv O.5080u NONl 14d f'236.22A IjS I",UNE l'+~ PIOll.23 IjS 




LOLl; ['1 i~:::a :,t: C T lfJ N 
f',u"l< E:< '~At.11:. !::irAIU~ ACTlvITY INPuT CU:'T LUnt.R liMIT U~P£.R LiMiT REDUCED COST 
193 11 r.F lv' I'~OO.OUOOv 1.00OUO 
1'14 liwt IV 7~00.OOOUO !.QOOUO 
Iii'; Ii:>!- IV d3000.00000 1.OUOOO 
-S9443.2360U 
1'16 I13~~F 
1 " 4700.00000 1.00000 469tl. 466 0O 197 11~nF IV 4700.0vOOO 1.00UOO 
19d 11., ",F I V 1.00UUV 4100.00000 1.00VuO 4699.32400 
199 11 dwF IV 2.00uOu 2600.000ou ~.OOuOO 
20C 1 ~II. liA IV 1.00000 4000.00000 1.00UOO 4000.0000u 201 U1l.l3t3 1 " 4bOO.OUOOO 1.00UUO 4800.00001..1 202 Il3&14A I V 1S00.00000 1.uOl..luO 382.9787~ 203 II Hl~tj 1 V 2100.000vl..I 1.0aUuO 
204 114lS.1SA 1-1 JcOO.OOOOU 1.OUUVO 36 0 0. UOOO O ;05 Il ~6.1 'jr.j 1 " 4000.0000u 1.000vO 4600.00000 206 Il5&ltlA IV cSOO.OOOUO 1.000uO 162~.83700 
207 11511.11;)8 IV • 8300.00000 1.000UO 537.44411 208 I16&1'iA I V 1.00001..1 4~OO.OOoou 1.000UO 4200.00000 
209 Ilb~lt.1tj lV 5400.0000U 1.00UOO '400.0000v 210 120621A 1 V 1.000uu 3100.(,)000(,) 1.()OuVu HOO.OOOOu 
211 Ilbl!.2JA I V oOOO.OOOOu 1.00uJO 6QOO.OOOOu (.It 212 Ila&201:i I V 0'+00.00000 1.00OUO tl400.vOOOO 00 
213 !20l!.22A 1 V 1.00uOO "000.00000 1.000uO 4000.0uOOv 
21" U.h22A IV 4900.00000 1.uOvuo 
21:' r16r.23A I V 1.000\)(,) 4000.00000 1.00voo 4000.voooa 
216 11ol!.2Jd IV 5700.00001.1 1.000uO 5700.0000u 
217 Il6&17A I V 1.00000 4500.00000 1.00u00 4500.00000 
t?1tl 115&16A IV BOO.OOOOO 1.00VOO 3300.00000 
219 Il~/t,168 IV 1.0000u 4600.000UO 4.000(;0 4000.0000U 
nV x.ltd LL 47.60000 2364.00000 12d400U 
221 Xlr.~ LL 47.00000 4(27.00UuO l~.OOOOv 
222. x2r.l as (2~.vOOOiJ 34.10000 e7 .... 000uO 
22"' )(2~~ tjS i23.0000u 34.1000u 174-f.UOOUO 
224 x131'/1 t3s 1'12.0000u 45.9200U 24'j.OOOUO 
225 )(13\'12 65 140.0000u 45.92000 'l91...00UOO 
226 ;(14\'11 I:jS 48.00000 25.60000 105.00000 
n7 x.l4w2 8$ H .0000u 2';.6600v 21".000UO 
A 2~e x15",1 UL 227.00000 2~.6cOOU 227.00000 
22'1 x15\'12 BS 19.00000 2~.6"'000 45~.OOOvo 
230 donl UL 46.00000 17,22000 40.1..10000 -46.11001,) 
231 XIo~2 UL 90.00000 17.2200U 1;(;.00000 "48.29000 
232 a1wl us i:!l.OOJOU 2b.lliOOU 2';.00000 
nJ X~1"2 8S 2d.OOUUU 2t).1~OOO 4S.00uUO 
234 Xl ... ~ 1 LL 47.6000(') e7':;.uOuvO l~.J~OOU 
2.3) xl O"j t 2 LL 41.t>OOOv 1750.UUO\.lO 16.2~37'+ 
A 236 )(. 4:! ~ ~ 1 LL 34.10000 t 7'). O()OOO 
231 X~,..t2 lL 3 ... 1000u 175C.uOUvO 4.2ti370 
23t )\2~1 LJl (b7.uuUOU 0.6000U 7'dl.OO0uO "27.~OOOu 
2 j9 )\2:,,, 0L 1:>(5.vOO\.)u b.bOOOiJ 1<.:7:.JOuvQ "27. ~OOOO 
CUllJ/'oIN~ SteTION REV 2 
!\uIV:8[K NAMt.. STATU:; ACTlviTY lNPuT COST Lo,.Er< LIMIT UPPlA Ll~lT REDUCED COST 
£40 )t.~ ~I- 1 IjS 6.6000U 4700.00000 
241 X ~!)t 2 bS 6.6000(') 1570.00000 
At 2'+2 Xl.hJF-l LL 45.92000 31~.OOOOO 
A 243 Xlj~F-2 LL 45.92000 630.00000 
244 X13S-1 UL 11 ~. OOOvo 6.60000 112.00000 
-39.32000 
245 x135-2 UL 2~",ooooo 6.00000 224.00000 
-39.32000 
A 246 Xl4\'tF-1 LL 25.66000 315.00000 
2u,/ )(14wF"2 LL 2:'.66000 630.00000 7.45924 
248 A14:)-1 UL. )ii.OOOou 6.60000 li-tOOOOO -19.06000 
24\f X14~".2 UL 7B.OOOOl; 6.60000 7d.OOOOO 
-19.06000 
1'50 xlS",F-l B~ 100.00000 2~.66000 31:).00000 
A 251 )(1~rlF"2 LL 25.66000 630.00000 
252 xl'~-l UL n~.oouou 6.600UO 119.00000 
-19.06000 
253 X15S-~ UL 2J/j.OOOOv 6.60000 23d.OOOOO 
-19.06000 2~4 X1Cll\F-l ti~ 3Y.OOOOv 2'1.0~000 170.000UO ,--- . 
:?5S )(18 ... F-2 LL ~j.O~OOO 350.00000 22.44000 
256 x18:;-1 Ul lU5.00UOIJ 6.6UOOV 105.00000 -2~.'t4000 
257 X18~-~ ~~ 91.00000 6.60000 210.00000 
25~ )(1'1~-1 UL ~00.00001J 0.60000 200.00000 -41.t)9000 
259 )(195-2 \:j~ i90.0vOOO o.oOOOu 1100.00000 (II 26u X20~-1 tiS 2j.OOO00 J.OOOOU 60.000UO \C 
261 X20S-~ 65 i5.uooOv 3.0000u 120.00000 
262 x22S-1 UL 35.000uo 6.6000v 35.00000 
-90.62000 
263 X22S"2 85 46.000UIJ 6.60000 10.00000 
264 x2"'S-1 UL J2. vooOu 6.60000 3~.OOOOO 
-121.18000 
265 A23~-2 ~~ 46.000vu 6.60000 64.00000 
?60 L1!S.t-L LL 18.850uv 700\),00000 20.01000 
26' ll&2-t LL 19.2600V 7000.00000 20.76000 
268 '2~1-1 IjS 1146.00uvu l.1600u 7000.00000 
209 L2&1-~ ~:) l",l£,vOOUIJ 1.5000V 700\).00000 • 270 It&13-1 lL 1~tl7000 360.00000 0.35000 
271 l28.13"2 LL 15.4600v 721.000UO 3'04000 
272 L 1 H 2-1 LL 17.23001J 360.000UO 29.05000 273 1.13&2-2 LL 20.52001J 721.00000 32.34000 
274 llJ!S.l'+-l LL 14.46000 164.00000 34.72000 
27'5 113&1'+-2 LL 17.54001J 32'Jl.UOOOO 44.1829t) 
276 ll'4&13-1 LL .34.7~00O 164.00000 14.46000 
21' Llu,d,lj-2 LL 37.~OOOo 32'll.OOUvo 11.~4000 
278 Ll~&l~-l LL 12.l~OOU 26(:.00000 12-12000 
27'-1 Ll'+&1~-2 LL 19.470UO 52:;.000UO 19.47000 (ldU L15&14-1 LL 12.1200v 262.00000 12.12000 
2dl Ll~&14"? lL 1ii.470uo 525.00000 19.4/000 
262 Ll'.>&lb-l LL 3b.31000 26i.OOOOO 32.9300u 
2tl3 lt5!1.1d-d Ll 60.bdOOv 52:'.00000 79,94000 
2C14 t.. j cal 'i-l b::' o.ouvuo ly,'+'Ovo 264:.00000 
REV 2 
COl,.IJMI\I~ ~EC T 101'4 
~u"'B£R ~AM£ STATU~ ACTlvITY INPuT CU!lT LOWER L1MIT UI"PI"t< LIMll REDUCED COST 
2b~ II o!!.l "-2 LL 22."'11,)0U 52j.OOvUO n''''1000 2d6 ltO&21-1 LL 63.30000 87.000U0 3b.17oau 287 Ua&21-2 LL 7'J.6jOOO l7S.oaouo 50·4+400U 288 Llt!&20-1 LL 117.28000 16~.00uOO 143d2000 289 Z1tHl.20-2 LL 144.710Uv 32".00000 148dlOOu 
tl90 L~a/l,22-l t;!) 4.00uOu 9 .... 4l00u Sf.OOouO 
291 l20lj,22-2 LL 110.2900v 17').000uO 106.b900v 292 U3&n-1 LL lOl,7100V Ijr.QOOOO 132.07000 293 Z23&22-2 LL 121oll000 17'5.000VO 149.12000 
2"'4+ L16/l,2j-l t;S 22.0000u 6~.4500v 16'i.OOOOO 
295 L16&23-2 LL 8d.76000 32-'.00000 147.67000 296 Z16&17-1 CIS 7.00vuu 140.000Uu Ijf. (JOUvO 
'1.97 d6&17-2 I1S 9.0000U 17':>.OjOOO 1 f':J. OOOOQ (198 L1~&16"l ~S 4~.00OOU 37.67000 10'4.UOOuO 
29'i Ll'!!.lo-2 BS 27.00000 311.t}500U 32".00000 
JOO Pt.l t:3S 10.961,)0u 0.4800u 17.,OuuO 
301 tl£2 UL ~.d3000 0.34000 ':J.o3UOO 
-0.13000 
302 PI:: L; UL i!.6500v 0.46000 c.o~OQO "0.13000 30j 1"£14 H5 0.9400u 0.26000 1.070uO S 30'+ PUs HS 2.'150"1,) O,260UO c.bOOOO 
305 Pt::16 UL 0.3'+000 0.1700u il.3400v 
-0.47000 jOb f't:U:I UL 0.77000 0.29000 0.770uO 
-3610.62111 
301 ~E19 UL 1,'18000 0.07000 1.48()00 
-3611.23111 30tj PE20 BS 0.41300 0.03000 0.440UO 
309 Pt:21 UL. I,) 0170uO 0.2800u 0.17000 ·0.3800u 
310 Pt.~2 UL 0.260UU 0,07000. 1oi'''oIJUO -0.1J0001) 
-3Tf- -PEi3 UL --- -o.iio 00 0.07000 0.230uO -1.2100(; 
312 PZU2 LL . 0.1900u 3(;.OO(JOO 0.20000 313 Pl2&1 tsS 1.32000 0.01000 30.00000 
314 ~Z2&l3 BS 0.6l00U O.l~OOO ~.9t)UOO 
315 r-l13&i LL 0.110uo ~.960VO 0.2900IJ 3ib P.lIJ&14 L.L o 01 ~OOu 1.35U00 0.4800u 
317 PZ14&13 LL 0.35000 1.35vOO O.OlOOO 
318 PllU15 LL 0.12000 1..15000 0.12000 
319 Pl15&14 LL 0012000 I. 015000 0012000 
32iJ PZ15&18 BS 0.36000 c: .15000 
321 Pll8&!9 1:15 0.73000 0.19000 ~.15000 
322 Pl20&21 BS 0.05500 0.63000 0.72000 
-r23 Pliij&20- CL 1.17000 1.35000 3612.25111 
324 PL20&22 85 0.152\)0 0.9'+000 0.72000 
32~ 1-'£23&22 LI.. 1.02000 u.72000 1.33000 
326 P.l16&23 as 0.3500U 0.04000 1.350.JO 
327 Pl16&l1 bS 0.07500 1.41000 iJ.72000 
321:) PZ15&lo tiS 0.74000 O.3600U 1.J5UUO 
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1'<01'1:) !::It:CTIUN SOLUTION 
I'; UMt:j (ti I'4AI'1~ !:>UTU~ ACThln ~L.ACK ACTlvlTY LO\'lt.R LiMIT utJPE.R L!MIl l)UAL ACTIvITY 
1 (JdJECr ~:) b4~70.Q9~jO -84b76.0~93u ,~ONF I\Ui'E 1.uOOOO 
2 01-1 LL U .. t1.00 UU Q 1148.0,)00\.10 1\0"1:: 
-3S.l6 000 3 u1-2 LL Ij12.000uu 1312.00000 1\0"£ -35.00000 
4 D2-1 LL J6".0000\.l J64.00000 1\0"1:: -34010001.1 
'J [)2-2 LL "80.00000 14 86.000\.10 I\OI~[ .34.10001.1 
6 uJ-1 LL l141.0000u 2141.uOCOO 1\ 0"[ -45.t700u 7 03-2 LL lol.QOOiJ\.I 161.(;0000 1\ UI\ I:. 
-18.'110001.1 
8 Uq-l LL ll4b.OOUUu l48.000Uu I\UI\t. 
-59.'+200U 9 DI4-2 LL 2148.000\.10 2148.uOOOO I\O"E -6.00000 10 O~-1 LL 51.0000v ~1.00000 \U!\t 
-6b.78uoO 1 1 u5 -t LL 60.0000u 00.1.10000 1\ 01\1:: -18.00000 
It' nO-l LL ljo.uOO(;v bo,vOOOO 1\0'\£ -9.1800U 1 j U6-i lL '1~.OOuvu 9d.OOCOu I\O,\E 
-lO.oOOOv 14 ~(-1 LL 10.000Uu 10.uOO(Ju I\U!\E -U:lo 'II 1000 
1, 07-2 LL 19.00001.1 19.00000 1\ U"E 
-18d1000 16 US-1 LL 1~4.0000u 1214.00000 tooOi\E -3.0000\) 
11 udaL? 1..1.. 150.00001.1 150.QOOOO I\O"'E -3.UOOOo 
1tl J9-1 LL 2l.000Uv 22.(;0000 I\U!\I:. ·1/:j.~1000 19 u"-t LL If::..vOOOu 26.UOOOO 1\ U'\ t: -18 • .,100v 
~ 20 ula-l LL 7.vovOu 7.00(,)00 I\Or-.E -11:1 • .,1000 21 ulO~d LL 8.00000 1:1.00000 1\01\[ 
-18,.,1000 
22 D11-1 LL 7'1.00000 19.00COO I\U"E -3.00000 
23 011-2 1..1.. ~".OOOOO 94.00000 1\0"[ -3.00000 
2~ 012-1 I..L ~3.0000u 53.00000 1\0"'£ -54.43000 
25 012-2 LL 66.QOOOO 66.00000 r-. 0'" £ -6.00000 
20 ~ "'1-1 \:l_~ 
-
2J64.01JOOO NUNE 2364.0UUUU 
21 f.-.1-2 BS 14727.00000 NONE ,,727.00000 
2d f1'l2-1 8S 778.0(1)01) 90.000uO NUNE 8714.00uuO 
2 'j ~rj~-2 ~S 2t-3.00\.lOu 1520.0000U ,,;0,..,[ 174",OOOUO 
30 F.-.J-l dS 181:1.00000 NUNE. 1 tH!. 000\;0 
31 FW3-2 as 161.0000u 21J.OuOOI.i I~Wt..E 370.uOvoo 
32 tW4-1 BS 3:>.000vo .::05.0000v ,~1J IIjE 24C.OUOuO 
33 rl'4"-2 BS 480.00000 NONE 480.00000 
34 F~8-1 8S ,,37.00000 NUNE 1437.00000 
35 F t~8-2 t;S b74.00000 NONE 04.00000 
36 Fr,9-1 BS 10.000V\.l NONE l~.OOOvO 
37 1'1'19-2 BS 19.0000U NONE 1.,.00000 3e FS2-1 t3S 167.00000 NUNt. 781.00000 
39 ~ ~2-2 85 1';)75.00000 NONE 1575.00000 
40 F:;4-t BS 2;;4.000uu NUNE 234.00000 
41 f54-2 BS t49.000u(J ao .OOOOQ NONE 4169.0001.10 
42 r55-1 tiS 30.0QQUO fIlUNE 30.00000 
43 F~S-2 BS 59.0001.10 NONE 5'1.00000 
" .. FS6-1 tiS 40.00000 NONE 40.000UO 
REV 3 
t'I(jrl::> ~E.CIIUIIj 
~,l" '" t! L r( I~AME. S 1 A fU:> Acr1vlfY ~L ACK ACTIVITY lOrd::~ UM!T utJPE~ Lito\ll IJUAL AC T Iv 1 H 
... ':l ~. ~b-? 8~ o3.\JvViJv ,,"UI'.!: oj.uOU.;U 
46 ~~o-l oS lo<+.QuuUu 
.:::2(l.vuOvU ''IOf'1E.. j~.:.vOuuv 
.. 7 t~8-2 eS !d::>.OvOvv 16:'.OOOVU r.Ol'lE !~O.OOv\JO 
.. d ~. ~ 11 -1 bS 9f • .)OOUv l .. tS.OOOvIJ NUIIIE i?4:J.OOOOO 
... 9 ~-:" 1 1- ~ ~S Y".000uu j96.0000IJ NO"'E 149;J.OOOuu 
'5u ~.) 11'-1 115 ~i5. 00000 ,\jUN!:. 3';.OOUuO 
') 1 ~- S 12"1. BS 6b.()OOOu 4.00000 "'0 fIIf 71.1.uuOuO 
';)2 ~~2t"1 UL r.UNE.. 27.~OOOO 5.; F :>lr -2 UL ,I/UNE 27.50000 ~4 fl"lH "1 r;~ r~U"'f 
55 r/lif-.:! Ul NUN~ 4.~6374 
':>0 f(i~r-l tjS 
,,;U rlH~. 
57 t-~2f-2 UL ,.Ur.l 4.td37(l 
'56 t \"j.3 FoOl uL (~U~.£ 26.,,60QU 
5'1 t1"l3F-2 B5 I~ l.J f\j~. 
60 rl'l4f-l UL ,ljUN!: 
bl Fn4f-2 UL ',;Uf.,t: 7 ... ')7Sb 
6(:: r fl '::l t- -1 Ul '~~""E 4Joll-OOU 
~ OJ FI'i'::lr-2 uS I~OIliE 64 F"'6t"1 HS NUN~ 
0';) FilM at! UL NUNE 7.'15900 
66 f nH-1 ~S -76.00001,) 78.0000U NUM. 
67 F ... 7f-2 ~S -156,00000 156.00000 NONE 
6tl fl"ltsf-1 6S NONE 
69 fl~8f -2 UI.. r~uNE 10.l'j46'1 
"0 Fl'I9f-l uS -14.00IJOv 14.00000 NUNE 
11 F~'9F·2 as -26.00000 26.00001.1 NONE 
7~ rfilu r "l !:is -19.00uO\,l 19.00000 "'UNt 
73 fl'llOf-2 1:15 -44.00000 44.00001.1 1~(JfliE 
74 FTllAI:ICl t;S I~ONE 
75 FiliAdC2 UL r.Uf'.tt 47.ij514~ 
76 ll&3*1 as -34.0000u 3'+.00000 ,,;uNE. 
77 [l&3*2 BS -175.00000 17?00OOv NONE 
7/j 0&1 *1 tiS -87.00000 6'.00000 NOfliE 
79 l3&1"2 BS ·17~.OOOOO 17~.0000v (\lONE 
dO lJ/i,I.!*l I:IS NONE 
81 [3d.4*i I;3S NONE 
82 21.1&3*1 ~S NUN!': 
83 ZI.l&3*~ UL NONE 2.'12000 
81.1 /4&5*1 tlS -6b.OOIJOO 60.000U() I~ONE 
85 il4&~·2 1:15 -174.0001.10 174.00000 NOM. 
tlo L~'4.1 tiS -67.000uO 67.00000 NO"'E 
87 Z5&4*~ B~ -1 75.00000 17~.OOOOv fiOfliE 
86 Z~«.()*l ~S NONE 
89 l~l!.6·2 as NONE 
REV 3 
HOI'i!:> !:>£crllJN 
"'UMS£R NA"1t ~TATU::i ACTLV!TY :)L.ACK A(';TlvlfY LU"t:.k liM IT lJl"PEH LlMH DUAL ACTIvITY 
90 L6&5*1 UL I'IWNt. 45.uOOOO 91 L6&:,*t! H!:> N(J"'E 
'1'i. l6&7A1 I:jS I~UN£ 
93 Lor,,7AL UL r~U"'E 12.00000 94 L6&1:S*1 dS -8/.0000u 87.00000 ''fO,..£ 
95 Lo&8-~ dS -175.000()() 175.00000 "'OM 96 Lb&6*1 tj::i -4'.VOVU\,) 47.00UOU NUNE 
97 Ldlloo*2 RS 
-l40.00000 140.00000 i' .. Ut-<E 
'18 Ld&9Al tiS l'Iu"'E. 
"1'1 L8!!.'1A2 UL NONE 24.5714'; 100 19&10Al tiS NUNE 
101 19&1OA2 uL ,'jUNE. 13",14211 102 Ld&l1*1 b!:> l.lJNE 
103 1.8&11-2 tiS NUt-<t: 
104 Lll\\lUl ~S -09.0000U 6'1.0000ll l'tUNt 
10~ 1.1ll!.l~A2 85 -17"'>.00000 175.0000u NUNE 
106 TriPL.AIH as 1.00000 !'lONE 1.000uo 
107 Plll& j tiS 1.00000 NONE !.oouou 
t loa P1.13&4 E;S 1.oaoUO I~U(I,E 1.0QOOO 109 Pl14&5 BS 1.0000u NUNE 1.000uO 
110 Pl151!.6 BS . 1.00000 I~UNE 1.000\,)0 
111 f'llb&B BS 1.00000 NONE 1.000\')0 
112 PZ18&11 BS 1.0000U NOfltE 1.000uo 
113 1"01 LL 12.2800v 12.2dOOO r-.OI'E 
-0.4BOOO 114 P02 LL 3.9(001) 3.90000 r-.Ol\t. 
-0.47000 
115 r'U3 LL 1.~9000 1.29000 11.01\£ -0.19001.1 lib PUQ LL 2,6600u 2.660.00 I'.U"ti. -0.S900v 
lT7 P-U5 LL 0.550uo 0.55000 1\0"£ -0.6bOOO 
11 t:I 1"00 LL 0.g200v 0.92000 r-Ol\t:: 
-0.32000 
119 PiJ7 as 0.1200\) -0.64~Ov 0.07500 1\01\£ 
120 PUB LL 1.3300\,) 1.j3000 I\Ot';E. "O.lbOOO 
121 r'U9 LL 0.i3400 0 • .:'3'100 r-.(jJ'lot.. ·0.19000 
122 pulO as a .. ::!l60v "0.14101.1 0.0 7500 1\ or-. £ 
123 POll LL 0.8'1000 0.d4000 11.0"£ -0.03000 124 PU12 L.L 0.56200 0.56200 I';UI'.t: ·0.~4000 
125 P!)l as 10..;5001.1 7.1000ll l'fUNE 17.51C100 
126 Pll2 as j.d30UO ''fONE ::.83UOO 
127 PS) t;S 1.2900(.1 0.11000 NlJNE 1.400\,)0 
12 ~._ ~S4 f:jS l.~90u\,) 0.5101)0 NONE .l.50000 
129 P~5 ~S O.~2000 NONE. 0.220uO 
130 P~6 8S 0.j300u NOt-jE O.jjOOO 
1.H P:'8 BS 1.92IJOo 4.23000 I';(jNE 0.15000 
132 P~'1 BS 0.01800 0.0520U NONE 0.07000 
133 P:i 11 ~s 1 d 4200 0.67800 NONE 1.02000 
134 P~12 BS 0.2600u /'jONE C.26000 
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ROrl~ 51:.(;110N 
tliUIII8EH NAillt-o STATU~ A'CT IV In ~L.ACK ACTIViTY L.O,.,!::/'( LIIIIU vPpEK i...!MiT ou Ai... AC T hi 1 TY 
13~ Pl~3 t1~ MO.7200v O.7200fJ 1'401llE 
130 ~J&l kSS "0.7200v o.uoov ~OIllE. 
137 P3&4 sS !''4UNE 
138 P4~j as I~ONt: 
139 r"hiS as ·O.J90uV O. HOuv i'fUi~E 
140 P~&4 &s ·O.f200v 0.7200V NUNE 
1<+ 1 P5&6 UL NUIliE 0.21000 
14" Po,~ uS NUNE 
1<+3 tJ6~7A as i'40tllE 
144 P6&1:J BS ·O.1300v 0.130vv NUNE ~ 145 PCl&6 c:jS ·0. UOOv 0.72000 "'UtilE 
146 pa&9A 8S l'4U""E 
1<+7 f-''''~lI.lA bS I~UNE 
140 ~d'll ~s ,,<u,,,!:. 
149 ~ 111!.12A ~s "O.q1duu O.41cvu NUII4E 
REV 3 
COL U M i'4 !) :> t C r 1 0 11/ 
I\t../o't:'tt< 1'~AMl !)TATLJ::> AC I .I.V! r Y INr'uT Cu::>T LU"t.K LiMIT ui"'PER LiM!l Hf.L)uCEO CO~r 
l~j Il ... f 1 II hO().ooOOu 1.0ll0VO 19" r ~ fj t- Lv (';)00.00000 1.00000 1'15 U:>~ 1 v 83000.00000 !.OOUUlJ 
-bI1443.2360v 190 !j ... ~ 1 V 
.. 700.00000 1.00000 
-3603.d'i440U 197 14 nt 1'1 4700.000uu J..OOOOO 
19d i ';) \'j ~ I V 44100.0000u 1.000UO -d884.50~OiJ 199 lol'lF IV 44700.000(1) i.OOIJOU 
200 ! 7 w~ 1 V 1.000viJ .:!()OO.OOOO(J I.OOOUO 2600.00000 201 1 d I'1r Iv 3000.00000 1.00vvO 
202 1 iJ I'j ~ I v 1.QOOuU 1';)00.00000 1.00000 1 .. 99.1,I';)t\90 203 I10wt I" 1.000vv l~OO.OOOOu L.OOOuO l';OO.uOOOO ('0" IllATF Iv lUOU.OUOOv 1.vOUuO ]';8703030j 
20' Illl.nF Iv ~":J00.0000v 1 .00000 
206 111<.:Tf lV ,2"00.00000 1.00000 5220.26017 207 I 11l. 3A I V 1.0000u l~OO.OOoou I.OOuuO 1200.00000 208 Il'3t3 I V 1700.00000 1.000vO 1roo.uuOOI) 209 13&4A Iv 1700.0000u 1.UOOOO 903.t\2000 210 13&448 IV 2200.00000 !.OOOOO 929.50000 
211 1~&5A IV 1.000uO 700.00000 1.000uO 700.uOOOO 212 14&';)8 IV 1100.00000 1.00000 1100.00000 g 213 I!>&6A IV 1500.00000 1.00000 ·2~15el5120 2h 15'68 Iv 2100.00000 1.00000 ·~2aO.28350 215 16&7A I V 2100.00000 1.00000 
216 16&8A IV 1.00000 700.00000 1.000uO 700.00000 
217 I 6d.tH~ IV 1100.00000 1.00000 1100.00000 21~ Id&9A I V 4301).00000 1.00vIJO 
219 I'J&lOA IV 2400.00000 1.OOlJVU 
220 Itl&llA Iv 4500.00000 1.000QO 4500.00000 
221 I dll.llt1 I V 6300.01l000 1.00Quo 6300.00000 
2n Ill&l~A 1V 1.00000 4l00.000UlJ 1.00000 44200.00000 
223 X1r41 lL .. 7.00000 236 ... 00000 12.34000 
224 X lri2 LL . 47.6000U '+727.uOooO 12.00000 
225 ~~I'fl as 7? 8. OOOOv )44.10000 874.00000 
226 x2"2 65 223.00000 )4.1000u 17~",OOOOO 
227 XlW1 uL 18~.OOOOU 18.90000 18d.uOOUO 
-26 d7000 
22t:! Orl2 OS 161.0000v 18.~000O 37 Q. ooouo 
229 x41'11 us 3~.OOOOO 5'11,42000 24U.00000 
230 X4rl2 LL 59.42001) 4~\J.OOOOO 5~.~£OOO 
231 X8wl LL 25.66000 431.00000 22.66000 
232 X~1'I2 LL 25.00000 f;7 ... 00000 22.60000 
A 233 X-1W1 UL 10.00000 1t:1.9100u 1I.i .0OOv'J 
A 2.j4 X'1W2 lL 11:1.91000 1':1.000uo 
235 xlwfl LL 47.6000u 87'5.00000 12. HOO\,) 
230 X 1 wI- 2 LL 41,6000U 1751J.uOOuo 16.28314 
A 231 X21'1Fl u. 34.10000 t:l7~.OOOoO 
<>38 x2wf2 LL 3'+.1000U 175J.00000 4.2d31t; 
23'1 X2!)1 UL 7tH.OOOOu 0,60000 7~/.OOOuO ·27.~\)OOO 
REV 3 
CCLli''o\,,~~ ~t.~TIUN 
",IJMBER I~A "11:. STATUS ACTiVITY INPvT C(J!:IT LUI'Cttl LpHT ut"P[11 L1Mlr WE.0UCED CuSI 
2'40 )(2~~ UL IJ7':>.UOOvlJ 6.6000u 157~.OOuuO "n,50000 2~1 us!' 1 t;S 6.60000 470v.UOOOO 
~4~ x2~~2 t;~ 0,60000 1~7r.;.(;OvuO 
24j XJl'lf 1 IjS 18.91000 31~,00OvO 244 I,JwF2 LL 1().91000 630.00000 O.OlOOV 24') X4t w""'l H~ 51J,4~00U 31:;.000UO 
246 X4rtF-2 LL 59.4iOOU tl30.00vuO 60.2778~ 2147 }(Ii!)-l UL 234.00000 6.60000 23'1.uOu\l0 
-52.d?000 
24B }('+!:i-2 tiS i41J.00OOU 0.60000 46'li.OOvOO 249 }(~l'Ir-l t3!:i 25.66000 315.00UUO 
250 X':)l'Ir-2 LL 25.66000 630.000UO 7.0bOOU 
251 .x~S-1 UL 30.0000u 6.bOOUO 30.00000 
-6i?18001J 
252 X5S-2 UL SIJ.ooovv 0.0 0000 ,.,.OOuOO .. 1;2.0000U 
2':>3 Xbr.F-l LL 23.97000 31,.OOOvo I4.7YOOU 254 XOI'4F-2 LL 23.97000 tlJI.:.OOOOO 20.62901.1 
255 xt/s-1 UL 40.00UOv 6.60000 4(:.000UO 
-i.5eOOU 256 }(oS-2 UL tl3.00000 6.60000 63.00000 
-'1.20000 
257 x7~"-1 BS 10.0000U 16.91000 Hd.UOOvO 
258 X 'wF-2- dS 19.00001) 18.9100u 1/0;.00000 
Ct\ 259 Xlhi" -1 LL 2~.O600() 17':i.UOO\JO 22.66000 
..... 260 )(8wl--2 LL 25.06000 350.00000 32.94464 
261 X 8::»" 1 tiS 164.0000u 3.00000 39".00000 
262 X8S-2 as 185.00000 3.00000 350.00000 
263 X9,. .. -1 as 12.0000u 18.910uu 26.00000 
264 X'1wF-2 8S 26.00000 1I:~.91000 52.000vO 
265 Xl0"F'-1 as 7.00000 16.91000 26.000uO 
266 X10r;f-2- BS tf.ooooo 16.91000 52.00000 
267 Xl1T~-l LL 61.40000 7';.00000 58.40000 
26d .dlTA-.;! lL 8J.80000 157.00000 121:1.65145 
21,9 (11T8-1 LL 56.90000 l:10.uOUIJO 53.90000 
270 x11T8-2 II 6~.':>OOvu 51t:.OOOOO 113oJ~14~ 
271 }(llTe-l LL 5~./jOOOO 28"'.00UOO 49.eOOO O 
272 1.11 TC "-2 (.( 63.60000 S6d.00OOO 108.4~14~ 
273 xllS-l ~S 97.0000u 3.00000 24S.00000 
274 xllS-2 as 94.00000 3.00000 49\l.OOOOO . 
275 X12S-1 UL. 35.0000u 0.60000 3'.00000 -47.03000 
276 }(12S-~ 8S 66.00000 b.6000U 10.00VOO 
277 ll&2-1 Ll 18.8~OOO 7COO.00uuo 20.01000 2n,-- n &i;;2--- ----- u: -- 19.26000 700\l.00000 20.76000 
279 Z211.1-1 8S 1201.00000 1.1600U 7000.000vO 
280 l2&l-i IjS lJl~.ooOOO 1.~OOOO 7000.0001.10 
281 £1&3-1 oS ~J.JOOvu 10.01000 161l.00000 
28~ Zl1j,3-2 LL lc!.O',ooo 32';.0001)0 26.79000 
283 Z3&1-1 LL 25.5(01)0 16'1.00UOo 35,59000 
264 Zi'l~i LL 30.6600U 32'1.00000 13.96000 
'-GLuMI\I~ ~ECrluN REV 3 
f>.\.JtwlBEt'( NAME. $TATu~ ACf!VITY 11\ll"uT CO$T L.Ul'd:.H LiMlT UPPER L.iMlT t'(t.uUCED CUST 
2!j'; Lj!'.'I-l LL 51.0';)000 26t::.OOOuU 36.~OOOO 286 d&4-2 LL 5~.7fOOO .,~::;.OOUI.iO 66.07000 2/j7 144&3-1 LL 7,loOOV 26t::.00000 21.JIOOO 28d l4~3·2 (;5 9.B800U 525.00000 
289 L4~';)-1 BS 21.00000 ~.36000 16'1.00000 290 L41!.5-2 ~S 1.uoUOU 12.00000 32.,.00uOO 
291 L5&4-1 L.L 43.1200'-1 16'1.00000 52.4600u 292 l51!.4-2 LL 45.7600(,) 32<'.00000 57.70000 
?93 l~&6·1 LL 14.(1)00V 164.000vO 74.tOOOO 29'1 Z;l5.o-2 LL 16.944000 320;.00000 26.7400(,) 29';) £6&5-1 ~S 144.60000 16 ... 00000 
296 L6&~·2 LL 18.9400U n.,.OOOOO 11.1400U 29( L66.7-1 LL 56.;90UV 57.00000 46.86000 
29tl lb~(·2 LL 5b.'jYOOO 175.u0000 60.4dOOO 
29~ £0&(;)-1 LL 1/j.5400v 16'1.00000 25.02000 300 26&8-2 LL 20.460Ov 32--.00000 28.26000 301 Z8&6-1 BS 40.0000v 601 dOOO 1611.000uU 
302 Ldlr,b-2 sS 35.0000u 7.bOOOV 32.;.00000 
303 Le,.,.-l LL 9b.'1i!000 81.00000 81.01000 ~ 304 l8&9-.! LL 118di!00O 17':J.OQOUO !2c.'1tH4j 
30~ £'1&10-1 LL 82.;7000 87.00000 82.~7000 
306 19&10-2 LL 105.32000 17'J.vOOUO 119.03429 
307 Z8i1.11-1 LL 45.65000 164.001.100 45.65000 
308 l8~11"2 LL 57.88000 32'1.000UO 57.88000 j09 £116.12-1 1:35 li3.00000 51.43000 8/.000vO 
310 l1l&12-2 LL 63.60000 17':J.00OUO 60.00001.1 
311 t"E1 85 1 0 dSOOV 0.48000 17.50000 
312 ~E2 UL -5-. -83000 0034000 ,.83000 ·0.13000 
3D PE3 t:;S 1.29000 0.19001.1 1.'1001.10 
311.1 Pt:4 8S 2.9900v 0.5900U j.~OOOO 
31'5 tJE5 UL 0.22000 U.2600(,) C.<::200U -0.42000 
316 PEe uL 0.J300v 0.2400U C .33vvO "0.1.1800\,1 
317 Pt::8 85 1.9200v 0.20001.1 0.1501.10 
318 "P(-9 -- 8S ---- --- 0.01800 u.19001J 0.07000 
319 PEl1 85 1.14200 0.03000 1.82000 • 320 PEl2 UL 0.26000 0.0700u ~.26000 ·0.47000 
321 PZ1&2 LL 0.1900u 30.00000 0.20000 
322 Pl21L1 8S 1.93000 0.01000 31J.OOOOO 
323 PLl&3 LL o 01000u 1.3SUOO 0.39000 
It 324 flll&1 LL 0.29000 1.3501.10 
325 PZ3,,, LL 0.51001.1 2.15000 0.11000 
326 Pl4&3 LL . 0.07000 .:: 015000 0''''000 
327 PL,,&5 85 0.33000 0.0'1000 1.35000 
328 PZ5i1.4 LL 0.4300u 1.35000 0.,2000 
329 Pl5&6 L_L Ool~OOO 1035000 0.72000 
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CQlUM",:> ~t:CTIUN 
l'iuMSER NAMI.:. !:iTATu~ ACf1vlr'f INPUT COST L.O",t.k LIMIT uppER I.. !tod T IH.DUCt.U COST 











































~02 FCRMAT(l H ,'ECHO OF INPUT DATA FOR PROGRAM ASSEMB~E'I 
.. lHO,'IOPEa',12,', 10PMa',I2,', IOPWPa',I2 
• ,', IOPP .',12, " lOFuG a',12) 
CALL READ1 
00 2 Ka l,NK 
DO 1 1)(81,20 
)(CI)('a0.~ 
Dr) 4 lat,NI 
00 6 IA.l,NJ 
READ THE B(J,K), RCJ,K), PCJ,I), CC~,I), ECJ,~,I), 
AND THE DCJ,M,I,K) MATRICIES 
CALCULATE THE RIGHT HAND SInE OF THE CO~STRAINT 
EQUATIONS AND STORE IN RCJ,K) 









CA~CU~ATE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS 
AND STORE IN THE DCJ,~,I,K) MATRIX 
DO 12 Kal,NK 
DO 14 I-l,N1 
DO 16 lA-l, NJ 
DO 18 IX a l,NL. 
18 X(IX)1I0.0 
DO 20 ID.l,NL 












C P~INT OUTPUT • MATRIeIES RCJ,K) AND DCJ,~,I,K) 









IFC!OPM.GT.~) CA~L wRITEM 
WRITE OUTPUT ON FI~E NWRT IN THE PROPER 
FORMAT FOR I.P. PROGRAM 
IF(IOP~p.GT.~) CALL WRITEF 
LOCK 2~ 
WRITE OUTPUT IN PROPER ~ORMAT ON ~ISTING 
SHEET AND PUNCH CARDS FOR --ZERONE PROGRAM 
IF(IOPUG .GT. 0) CA~L ZE~ONE 










5~2 ~nRMATC1H~,'NI -',13,', N~ -',13,', NK -',13,', N~ -',13) 
IFCIOPE.GT.0) WRITE(e,503) 
503 FORMAT(lH0 I lH0,'WATER QUALITY STANDARDS (BY J)') 
00 2 Ksl,NK 
o.E4~(NRA,5~4' (8CJ,K),J.l,NJ) 
seA ~ORMATC10F8.0) 
tF(lOPE.GT.~) W~ITE(6,506) K,CB(J,K),J-l,NJ) 
~~~ FQRMAT(lH , 'Ka',I2,', ',5X,10F10.3) 
2 CONTINUE 
!F(IOPE.GT.0) WRITE(6,512) 
51~ FORMAT(lH0 11H,'BASE WATER QuALITY cay J)') 
DO 6 K-l,NK 
REAO(NRR,5~4) CRCJ,Kl,J.l,NJ) 
IF(IOPE.GT.0) WRITEC~,506' K,CRCJ,K),J.l,NJl 
6 CONTINUE 
!FCIOPE.GT.0) WRITE(6,514) 
514 FO~MAT(lH0,lH .'BASE EFF~UENT CONCENTRATIONS CBY J)'l 
00 8 I-t,NI 
~EAD(NRP,504) (PCJ,I),J-1,NJ) 
IFCIOPE.GT.0) WRITEce,510) I,cpeJ,I),J.l,NJ) 
8 CONTINUE 
IFCIOPE.GT.0) WRITEC5,50S) 
508 FORMAi(l H0 I lH ,'TREATMENT COSTS CBY ~)') 
DO 4 X-t,NI 
READCNRC,S04) CCCL,I),L.l,N~) 
IFCIOPE.GT.0) WRITEC6,510) I,CCCL,I),L-l,N~) 
510 FORMATC1H ,'Is',I2,',',5X,10F10.3, 
4 CO~TINUE 
IF(IOPE.GT g 0) WRITEC6,516) 
515 FORMATC1H0,lH ,'EFFLUENT CONCENTRATIONS FOR VARIOUS TREATMENT' 
w ,1 LEVELS CBY L)'l 
no 1~ 1-1,NI 
IF(IOPE e GT.0) WRITE(5,518) I 
73 
518 FORMATC1 H0,'I -',I3) 
DO 12 Jsl,NJ 
READCNRE,504) CE(J,L,1),Llll,NL' 
IFCIOPE.GT.0) WRITEC6,~20) J,(ECJ,L,I),L 1 l,NL) 




522 FORMATC1H0 I lH , 'THE 0 MATRICIES CBV J) ') 
DO 1 I=l,N1 
DO 1 J-l,NJ 
DO 1 Mlll,NJ 
DO 1 Kal,NK 
DCJ,~,I,K)-e.0 
CONTINUE 
DO 1.4 I-l,NI 
1F'CIOPE.GT.0) WRITE(6,51e) I 
~EADCNRD,532) NKADUM, CKACI,IK),IKlll,20) 
532 FQRMAT(2113) 
NK A CI) aNK ADUM 
IF'CIOPE.GT.0) WRITEC6,~26) I,NKACI) 
524 FORMATC21I~) 
525 FQR"1ATCpl ,'NKA(',12," .',13) 
IF(NKADUM.LT.ll GO TO 14 
53~ FORMATC1 H0,5X,'AFFECT OF 1a',13,', ON K .',13] 
no 15 I~·1,NKADU'" 
Kc:I<ACI,IIC:) 
IF(IOPE.GT.0) WRITE(6,~30) I,K 
00 18 Jlll,NJ 
READ(NRD,504) COeJ,M,I,K),M 1 l,NJ) 
IFCIOPE.GT.0) WRITEC6,~28) J,COCJ,M,I,K],M 1 l,NJ) 












500 FORMAT(lHl,'COST COEFFICIENTS' I 1He) 
DO 2 I-l,NI 
WRITE(6,502) 1,CCCL,I),L 1 l,NL] 
502 FOR~ATC1H ,'Ia',I2,',',!5x,10F10.3) 
2 CONTI~UE 
ItI~ITE (t';, 504) 
504 FOR~ATC1Hl,'CONSTRAINT COEFFICIENTS AND RIGHT-HANO-SIDE VA~U!S' I 
.,.. ,lH0) 
DO 4 K.l,NK 
WRITEC6,50tD K 
50(5 FORMATC1H0 I lH0,'K ,',13) 
DO 6 I-I,NI 
WRITEC6,508) I 
508 FORMATC1H0,3X,'1 -',13) 










DI"J 10 Jsl,NJ 
WRITE(6,512) J,K,RCJ,K) 











5~0 FORMAT('NAME',10X,'WLA'/tRO~S' I 'N COST') 
DO 2 Kllll,NK 
DO .4 J a 1,NJ 
IF(RCJ,K).LT.0.0) GOTO ~ 
WRITECNWRT,502) K,J 
5 ('12 F () R MAT (I L P. 0 W t< ' , I 2, 'J ' , 1'1 ) 
GOTa .4 
3 w~ITECNWRT,5~3) K,J 
5~3 F'ORMATC' ('; ROWK',I2,'J',I1) 
4 CONTINUE 
? CONTINUE 
DO S !al,NI 
WRliE(NWRT,5~4) I 
5~4 FOR~ATC' E ROWI',I2) 
6 CONTINUE 
WRITECNWRT,50e) 
5~B FORHATC'COLUHNS' I' ABC',7X,8H'MARKERI,17X,8H'SIVORG') 
DO 8 lat,N! 
00 10 La1,NL 
WRITE(NWRT,508) L,I,eCL,I) 
508 FOR~AT(' T',!1,'!',I2,~X,'COST',SX,F12.4) 
DO 12 Kllll,NK 
DO 14 JIa1,NJ 
IF(ABSCOCJ,L,I,K).LT.l.0t-S) GOTO 14 
IFCR(J,K).GE.0.0) GOTO 15 
DCJ,L,I,K).DCJ,k,I,K)wC-l.0) 
16 WRITECNWRT,510) L,I,K,J,OeJ,L,I,K) 




511 FORMATe' T',Il,'!',I2,5X,'ROWl',I2,H~X,'1.0') 
1 0 CON T HJU e. 
a CONTINUE 
WRITE(NWRT,512) 
512 FORMATC' DEF',7X,8H'MARKERt,17X,8H'BIVENO' I 'R~S') 
DO lR l< a l,NK 
DO 20 Jr=l,NJ 
~(J,K).ABSCR(J,K» 
WRITECNWRT,514) K,J,RCJ,K) 
51~ FORMATC' QVECT',5X,'~OWK',I2,!JI,Il,2X,F12.4) 
20 CONTINUE 
18 CONTINUE 
DO 24 Alll,NI 
WRITE(NWRT,51~) I 














4 0 ~ F 0 FHl ATe ' 1 " 1 0 X , , 0 B J E C T I V E "U NeT ION COS T S' I ) 
WRITE (6,500, (CCCL,I),~.l,NL),I.l,NI) 
WRITE (7,500) (CCCL,I),L.l,NL),Ial,NI, 
500 FORMAT (7F10.3) 
DO 50 I III 1,NI 
50 ABCC!). 1.0 
WRITE (6,401) 
401 FI')~MAT (/111 10X, 'RIGHT HAND SIDE VAI.UES' I ) 
WRITEC6,500) (RCJ,K),J • 1,NJ),K • 1,NK), CABC(I), I • 1,NI) 
WRITF.C7,500) (CRCJ,K),J • 1,NJ),K a 1,NK), (ABC(l), I • 1,NI) 
WRITEC6,402) 
402 FORMATe/III l~X, 'MATRIX A(I,J) COMPONENTS' II 3C lX, 'ROW',2X, 
1 'CGL', 5X, 'VALUE' 3)() I) 
KI< • to 
LL • ,~ 
NN • NI< '* NJ 
DO UI~ I II 1,NI 
NN I: NN + 1 
DO 101 L • 1,NL 
LL ;: L~ + 1 
MM • l'! 
DO 1"'2 K • 1,NK 
DO 103 J .. 1,NJ 
HM • MM + 1 
IF(ABSCD(J,~,I,K » .~T. 1.0E-e) GO TO 103 1\" II KK + 1 
JJ(I\K) II LL 
II (KK) I: M~ 
XXCKK) I: D(J,I.,I,K) • (-1.0' 
IF (KK .NE. 3) GO TO 103 
WRITE(6,501) CIICKA), JJCI<A), XX(KA),KA • 1,KK) 
WRITE(7,~01) (IICKA), JJCKA), XX(KA),KA • 1,KK) 
501 FORMAT (3C2X,I3,2X,I3,F10.3» 
1(1< • Ii'! 
103 CONTlNUE 
102 CONTINUE 
KK • KI< + 1 
JJ (~K) • ~L 
II (I<K) • NN. 
XXO<K) ... 1.0 
IFCKK .NE. 3) GO TO 101 
WRITE(6,501) CIICKA), JJCKA), XX(KA),KA • 1,KK) 
WRITEC7,501) CIICKA), JJ(KA), XXCKA),KA • 1,KK) 
I<K • r;, 
101 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 
IFCKK .EQ. 0) GO TO 110 
WRITEC6,~01' CII(KA), JJCKA), XXCKA),KA • 1,KK) 
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NLJHBlR NA.,.( STArus ACTIVITY SLACK ACT IVI lY LOWER LIMIT UPPER LIMIT DUAL ACTIVITY 
1 CO~T AS 1l1~0.0()000 -11100.93200. NONE . 1.00000 
2 ROWK lJl as 13.4·0,000 8.4'00 . . , fl~H'" • 
.$ RONK lj2 85 lit. or 000 2.0000'" 16. 
4 ROWK lJ 3 8S lZ.06000 9.'4000 "* 21 ....... 
5 RONK IJ4 B5 14.73000 0.27000 NONE 15.0000 0 • 
~ ROWK 2Jl BS 16.35000 3.8~000 ~ONE 20.Z0000 
T ROWK 2J2 ~s 17.43000 7.77000 NONE 25.20000 
6 ROWK 2J3 85 13.44000 6.'6000 NON! Z'~~.HI • 9 RUNK lJ4 as 24.47000 0.51000 NONE 25 ....... 
10 RONK 'SJl 8S \9.00000 8.50000 NON( Z7.,"'. 
- - 11 - RO'WK 5J?--- - SS----- 21.10000 1.40000 NONE 2~.SOOOO 
12 RowK 5J3 BS 14.30000 15.20000 NONE 2TA 50000 
1 ~ ROWK ~J4 BS 24.80000 0.20000 NONE 25.00000 
~ RlllllrltJT OS 1'5.60000 9.90000Nl1l['-- .- --25,.5.... ~ 
15 RONK 4J2 85 23.55000 6.95(4)0 .. ON£ 30.'0'" 
16 RONK 4J3 as 8.50000 8.00000 NON£ 16~50000 
-11- ROWI( "-J4 as ---29-:50000 - - 0--:50000 -- NONE 30.00000 
i~ ROMK ~Jl BS 16.")5000 13.95000 NONE 30.50000 
19 ROw~ 5J2 8S 22.95000 2.55000 NONE 25.·~0000 
20-- -R OW K - 5) 3- --as-- 12.50000- -- 18.00000 MONE 30.'5000'. 
21 ROWK 5J4 as 29. 9~000 0.05000 NONE 30'.00000 
ZZ RONK 6J1 8S 
23 kOW/{ 6J2 - ss 
12.10000 16.40000 MONE 28~5 • . 0e0 
11.75000 15.75000 ----mmr- - Z'1. 5ocJij8 
24 RuftK bJ3 BS 6.')0000 21.00000 NONE. 27.50000 
25 RuwK 6J4 BS 12.90000 12.10000 NONE 25.00000 
20 ROWI 1 EQ 1.00000 1.00000 I;OOU' --t~oo.o ••• o 
27 ROWI 2 [Q 1.00000 1.00000 t.OOOOO 
1.00000 . 1.00000 1.00000 -tt ........ 
1.00000 
_.- - - -_. f .00000- l.o0o~o ---1560.00000 ---- -
28 ROWI 5 EO 
'- 9 R 0 \oj I " - ------ro 
30 RO~I 5 EQ 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 -567.00000 
31 ROWI 6 £Q 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 -600.00000 
32 ROWI 1 £0 1.0000' r.~ 1';0-" -. -15 ........ 
33 RaNt 8 Ea 1.00000 1.00000 1..... -t26'."-
34 ROtH 9 EO 1.00000 1.00000 1 ..... 
35 ROWIlO to 1.00000 r .:OlrOOO- - 1.00000 --1560.00000 
36 ROwI11 [0 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 -1131.00000 
37 ROWI12 EO 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 -600.00.00 
38 ROtHlS 't I. ..... • 1.ftOH I...... ----;.J ..... ".p: 
39 ROlflt4" 1.0... 1.00... 1..... -ttIL ..... 
40 RhUS U '."IIP I! 00000 1.0uA -','.Ult. 
oc 
~ 
COLUMNS steT ION 
NUllfBEP rUME STATUS ACTIVITY INPUT COST LOWER l (MIT UPPER l IMI T - - -- -REOUCEO COST 
49 HI 1 IV • 1.00000 -1500.00000 
----SO-U-I-1-- -- I y 150.00006 1.00000 -1i50. 00000 · 
5 1 T:U 1 1 V 1. 00000 1 SO 0 • 00000 1. ooooe 
52 T4I 1 IV 2250.00000. 1.00000 
c)l T,)[ 1 IV 3000.00000 - - - - - -- 1.00000 
~,. T6I 1 IV 3750.00000 1.00000 
5~ TTl 1 IV • 5500.00000 • 1.00000 56 Tn t IV 1.00000 - ----- - - ---,----- --- 1.00000 
57 T21 2 IV 561.00000 1.00000 
58 TlI 2 IV • 1131.00000 • 1.00000 
- -59-1412--- IV - - --- - 1700.00000 - · - --- - - 1.00000 -
&0 151 2 IV 2267.00000 1.00000 
61 T61 2 IV 2833.00000 1.00000 
6t ". 2 I' 4000. 00000 l;ft'U01J 
6J Ttl 1 IV- 1.00000 
64 f21 3 IV • 300.00000 1.00000 
- 65 1 3rJ -I Y - --- ---- - - -- - 600.00000 1.00000 
6& 1411 IV 900.00000 1.00000 
&7 lSI 1 IV 1.00000 1200.00000 • 1.00000 
68 t61 J ,-,----- - t500;Qlmr - - - - - - -- i.~ooo 
'9 T71 J IV lOGO.OOOOO 1.00000 
lOT It 4 I , •• 1 • 00000 
..,-r-T2T 4 ( V --- -.--- 750. 00000 --- - I.oooeH)-
7'- T3I,. IV 1.00000 1500.00000 1.00000 
73 r4I,. I V 2250.00000. 1.00000 
74 lSI" I Ii -- ------- 3000.00000 ------ - - 1-:'-00000 
75 T6! 4 IV 3750.00000 1.00000 
76 J71 4 l' • 5500.00000 1.00000 
77 TlI 5 I V - -- -- - 1 • 0000 J 
18 T2I'> IV 1.00000 567.00000 1.00000 
79 T3I 5 IV 1133.00000. 1.00000 
.. "1 s ,v 1700.00000 ---- ---;------- - 1.00-000 
fa lSI 5 IV 2261.00000 1.00000 
.a 1fl 5 IV 2833.00000 1.00000 
83' 17 I 5 I Y itmro-:-oOlrtlO 1.00000 
84 Til 6 IV 1.00000 
85 T21 6 IV 300.00000. 1.00000 Ii ,.f, j, 1.00000 600 •• Ooao _u ____ - 1.00000 
., " •• , ., 900.00000 1.00000 
__ ~ II I N (6 J, _ ____ ___ _ 1'00.00000 _ _ _ _ __ _ ~ _1.00000 
89 T61 6 IV 1500.00000 1.00000 
90 T'I 6 I V ZOOO.OOOOO 1.00000 :i It I 1 I Y • ___ ___________ _ __ ______ 1.0.0.0Jl0 
i"~ .:.. r.:.t r, . " j ~~ .'1'9 • 7S'.00000 1.00000 
k .91 1~~'(:-[ "'::-~'.'. ~,-i..:;.;, l..... ' ... HO" . . 1.00000 j-~ .... - .r - I'~~"- ,; _-A.. _ ___ _ ~I...... fI __ .. 1.000.00 












































• '''H~:X7' 41i¥ 
NUMBER NAME STAI.US --'..tIl '.1_1 Y lltl.VL-'Dl ____ _.UUWLJJ1tll ________ Jl.l'fU.._.LIJJI1 ..... ... 
96 T61 7 I V 3750.00000 1.00000 2250.00 .. 0 
97 Tn 7 IV 5500.00000 ,.. 4000.00HO 
98 Ttl 8 IV • t •.. ' -ffil."" 
99 T2I 8 IV 5'7.00000 t...... -'''0 •• -. 
100 TH 8 IV 1133.00000 1...... -tI14 ...... 
1~1 T418 IV 1700.00000 1.00000 -567.00"0 
102 TSI B IV 1.00000 2267.00000 1.00000 
103 T6I e IV 2835.00000 1.00000 
104 T7I 8 I V 4000.00000 1.000041 
105 Ttl 9 IV 1 ..... . 
106 T21 9 IV 1.00000 300.00000 • 1 ..... . loY--r3i 9-------j-y ------- - -.-- -- 600.00000 -- --- ------1.00000 
108 Tltl9 IV 900.00000- 1.00000 








1 ro l61 9 ------rv ISOO.OOOOO 1. HHT I,.' ..... 
111 TIl 9 IV 
112 TI110 IV 
-113 'f2ITo -- TV--
114 T3II0 IV 
115 T4II0 IV 
~T511o------I-V 
117 T6110 IV 
118 T7110 IV 
---=-11--'--9'----- TIl 11-----y-V 
120 T21l1 IV 
121 T3Ill IV 
122 T4Ili IV 
123 T5111 IV 
124 T6Ill IV 
1 25 T 7 I 11 - ------y-y------
126 Tll12 IV 


































Ita T3112 I y 1. oaGOo 600.00CHR)---T;lRJIH 
z ....... . 













12' lUt2 IV \Gq.O'OOO 1.00... 3e ...... . 
110 15112 IV • 1200.00000 1...... • ....... . 
131 T6I1Z rv-'~-- - --. -------- 1500.00000 --- -- - - -;------- ---- 1.00000 'fllr.ftlRIT 
132 T7I12 IV 2000.00000 1.00000 1400.00000 
133 11113 IV 1.00000 -3000.00000 
114 TZltl tv '56...... t.U_ -IHI.H'" 
lIS T3I13 tv 150...... 1...... -tHO ... ... 
lJ6 '4113 I' • 20....... I...... -'so ..... . 
131 T5113 IV \.00000 JOOO.OOOOO 1.00000 
138 T6113 IV 3150.00000 1.00000 
139 T7113 IV 5500.00000 1.00000 







!Wff8[R ~A_"E: S 1A HIS _ _ ___ ~_H UI" UJP.lIL ~IJ __ UJtR--'--LftI ~ .L.JUt___ ..... -L ___________ _ 
141 T2114 IV 5&1.00000 1.00000 -566.00'" 
____ ~1~4~2 T3114 IV 1.00000 1113.00 00 1.00000. 
143- T4114 IV 1'.0 ... 000 1. Mr ...... 
144 T5114 IV 226' .... 00 I...... 1114 ...... 
145 T61l4 I V _- 281T.04000 1...... l"'_!~ __ _ 
146 T7114 IV 4000.00000 1.00000 ZI67.00000 
147 T1IlS IV 1.00000 -300.00000 
148 TZI15 IV 1.00000 500.00000 1.00000. 
149 rUt5 IV &00.00000 1.00"0 JOo:-" •• i~----
150 T4115 IV 900.000.00 1.'0000 600.00'" 
151 T5115 (V 1200.00040 1.00000 ,.0 ...... 
-------T52--T6-fls- ----TI------------ 1500.00000 i.ooooo 1200:00000 
153 HIl5 IV 2000.00000 1.00000 1100.00000 
STEM FILE DIRECTORIES 
'&I: _1UI.1 IL.~' __ . ____ jilHn_g!'---l~@QL .!rut __ {~Q.t.f) PROBLEMS ON lPROf 
11£ .. ENIR'f NlAl ENTERED ON ZPRilF C)P 7S0Lr) 
BASIS WLAI SAVED lNAr4[ OHr ~o t?GIoIS ~G C1lS NO RECS 
all 09/23/75 40 lOS 2 
•• XI 09/26175 25 28 1 
~~~1___ ____ _!!»L 0111_5 40 105 Z 
BA~[!» ON IPRor 
IBASN" DllE INAl4f NO Rres 
"lA2: 10/07 17~ Wl A? 
"LAl 10/08"~ Wl A2 
,..-AL R [CO Ror--------nr- ---
.airED RtCORDS • 3 
ENDRUN r 114 E - - P Hue [ > S llR 4.0(' £L APSt:D 10.61 

Appendix H 
FMPS-MIP Solution to Small Water Quality Model 
(Problem I) 
87 
SfeTrON 1 - ROWS . PRIMAl-oUAl. OUTPUT 
NUMBER • .NAME •• AT ••• ACTIVITY ••• SLACK ACTIVITY .LOWER LIMIT .UPPER In'IT .OUAl ACTIVITY •• INPUT COST •• .REDUCED COST. 
1 COST FR 2371.000000 - 23 n. 000000 NONE NONE 1.000000 .000000 1.000000 
2 RNl BS 2.800000 .500000 NONE 3.30000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
3 R OW2 BS 2.800000 96.299999 NONE 99.10800 .000000 .000000 .000000 
4 ROW3 BS .280000 .720000 NONE 1.00880 .000800 .000000 .000000 
5 ROW4 BS 1."00000 1.8'10000 NONE 3.2'000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
6 ROWS BS .850000 3.350000 NONE -.20000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
7 ROW£; BS 3.400000 95.149999 NONE 99.15000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
8 ROW7 BS .051000 .699000 NONE .75000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
9 ROWS BS 1.810000 2 ... 49000 NONE ... 31900 .000000 .000000 .000000 
oc 10 R()I9 BS 1.350000 2.250000 NONE 3.60000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
oc 11 R (JI10 BS 1.800000 97.549999 NONE 99.35OOG .000000 .000000 .000000 
12 ROWll BS .192000 .108000 NONE .90000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
13 ROW12 BS 2.292000 2.510000 NONE ... 80200 .000000 .000000 .000000 
14 ROW13 RS :'.250000 1.900000 NONE 4.15000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
15 ROW14 BS 1.700000 97.750000 NONE 99 ... 5000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
1t ROWl5 BS .412000 1.088000 NONE 1.50000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
11 ROW16 BS 1.495000 .377000 NONE 1.87200 .000000 .000000 .000000 
18 ROW17 BS 2.700000 2.300000 NONE 5.00000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
19 R OW18 BS 1.450000 98.700000 NONE 100.15000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
20 ROWlS BS 1.309000 .0"1000 NONE 1.95000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
21 ROW20 BS 4.698000 4.7(MOOO NONE 9.110200 .000000 .000000 .000000 
22 ROW21 fQ 1.000000 .000000 1.00000 1.00000 .000000 .000000 .0000.00 
23 ROW22 fQ 1.000000 .000000 1.00000 1.00000 -196.000080 .000000 -196.000000 
2 .. ROW23 EQ 1.000000 .000000 1.00000 1.00000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
25 ROW24 EO 1.000000 .000000 1.00000 1.00000 -50ft. 000000 .000000 -50ft.000000 
SfCTION 2 - COLUMNS PRIMAL-DUAL OUTPUT 
NUMBeR • • NAME •• AT ••• ACTIVITY ••• •• INPUT COST •• e .LO WE R LTP'lIT • • .UP PfR LI"IT. .REDUCED COST • 
ZC T 11 1 IT .OOOUO U .000000 .000000 1.000000 .000000 
27 T:?Il ;-T .000000 IJ 41. 000000 .000000 1.000000 .... 1.000000 
28 T3T 1 IT 1.000000 815.000000 .000000 1.000000 815.000000 
29 T LIT 1 IT .000000 1007.000000 .000000 1.000000 1007.000000 
30 T 5! 1 IT .00000t 406.000000 .000000 1.000000 .. 06.000000 
-, 
.... ./,. TFT1 ::T .000000 1448.000000 .000000 1.000000 1 .... 8.000000 
.., ~ ... T7! 1 IT .LlOOOOU 30 11J • 000 000 .000000 1.000000 301 ... 000000 
33 T:12 TT .UOOOOO .000000 .000000 1.000000 -196.000000 
34 T2I2 IT .000000 196.000000 .000000 1.000000 .000000 
35 T:;12 IT .000000 3 31J. 000000 .000000 1.000000 138.000000 
36 T LlI;: IT 1.00000D IJ 22.000000 .000000 1.000000 226.000000 
OC 37 T ~r 2 IT .000000 225.000000 .000000 1.000000 29.000000 
..,c 38 1(;: 2 :T .000000 618.000000 .000000 1.000000 422.000000 
39 T712 IT .000000 1501.000000 .000000 1.000000 1311.000000 
40 Tn 3 IT • UOOOO 0 .000000 .000000 1.000000 .000000 
41 TZI3 IT .000000 SQ4.000000 .000000 1.000000 59'1.000000 
42 T 3I 3 IT 1.000000 1134.000000 .000000 1.000000 113".000000 
1f3 T4T 3 IT .000000 13<:11.000000 .000000 1.000000 1391.000000 
44 T5~ 3 IT .000000 5(14.000000 .000000 1.000000 504.000000 
45 ToI3 IT .000000 19Sc).OOOOOO .000000 1.000000 1985.000000 
4£ T713 IT .000000 3832.000000 .000000 1.000000 3832.000000 
47 TU4 IT 1.000000 .000000 .000000 1.000000 -504.000000 
48 T2I4 IT .00000 U 594.000000 .000000 1.000000 9D.UOOOOO 
49 T 3I4 IT .000000 11 34.000000 .000000 1.000000 630.000000 
50 T LIT 4 IT .000000 1391.000000 .000000 1.000000 887.000000 
51 T 5! 4 IT .000000 504.000000 .000000 1.000000 .000000 
52 T6114 IT .000000 1985.000000 • UOOOOO 1.000000 11181.000000 
53 T1!4 IT .000000 38?2.000000 .000000 1.000000 3328.000000 
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Exact Solutions for the Water Quality Simulation Model 
Exact solutions can be obtained for Equations 7 
through 10 for a particular reach of stream as follows: 
Y, = ::..:[1 -;P",} [(l-W)Y~+ P, W] ;~", t 
w = Qp/(Q + Qp) 
Q
s 
{31,1 = K1,a + A 
. (K-l) 
. (K-I a) 
.(K-l b) 
Qs YS1 K1,b {31,2 = -=- + -=- .......... (K-Ic) 
A D 
in which YI is the concentration at any point in the 
reach, t is the travel time, Y 10 is the concen tra tion in 
the river at the head of the reach (mg/l), PI is the con-
centration in the point source (if present) (mg/I), Qp 
is the flow of the point source (m3/min), Q is the 
flow in the river at the head of the reach (m3/min), 
and w is the dilution factor at the point source. 
Y2 = ~~, [I -;~", t] + [(l-W)Y~ + P, w] ;~2" t 
. . . . . .. .. (K-2) 
. (K-2a) 
QSYS2 K2,b {32,2 = -- + -- ........ (K-2b) AD· 
Y3 = ~:: [1_e-ll3"}[(l-W)Y~P3 WF~3" t 





_ [ 0 {31,2] {34,3 - YI + PI w - -;- KI,a (1.0) ... (K-4c) 
1-'1, I 
[ 
0 {322J {34,4 = Y2 + P2 w -~ (4.22) ~,a ... (K-4d) 
1-'2,1 





Exact Solutions for Elements in the Linking Matrix: ~k 
D Matrix 
Elements for the D matrices are obtained from 
the partial derivatibes of Equations K-l through K-4 
with respect to changes in effluent concentrations. 






- O;j = 2, 3,4 . (L-Ia) 
aY2 -{32 1 t 







aY3 -{33 It ap = we ' + (effects of upstream reaches) 
3 
(L-3) 
aY3 a~ = 0;j=1,2,4 (L-3a) 
aY4 -{34 It 
- = we ' + (effects of upstream reaches) 
aP4 
(L-4) 
+ (effects of upstream reaches) 
wK1,a [;~l'lt _ ei34,lt] 
~,a - K1,a 
.. (LAa) 
+ (effects of upstream reaches) ... (LAb) 
+ (effects of upstream reaches) . . . (LAc) 
101 

